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Chapter I- Introduction
Human sexuality has been the subject of great controversy across societies
and through time. Differences in ideology, culture, moral values and religious
beliefs shape sexual behaviors across and within groups. Ambivalence,
controversy and sensitivity become even sharper when adolescent sexuality is
the topic of concern. There is little public, professional or political consensus
about what are the appropriate sexual guidelines for teenagers (Haffner, 1998).
In the 1950s, in the United States, most teenagers considered kissing and
"petting" the furthest they would "go." Adolescents reached physical maturity
later and would marry earlier. Today’s, adolescents reach physical maturity
earlier and they marry later in life (Haffner, 1998 and Brown, 2000). This
phenomenon has created an "extended adolescence" and a larger "window of
opportunity" for sexual experimentation.
In 1970, children 15 years of age represented only 5% of young people
between the ages of 15 to 19 who were sexually active. Now, 24% of 15-year-olds
are sexually active (Goldfarb, 1997). The danger in the increase of sexually active
adolescents is that they are engaging in sexual activity without the maturity
required to make wise decisions for such an emotionally and physically risky
behavior (Haffner, 1998 and Brown, 2000). In addition, engagement in
premature sexual intercourse is frequently without protection from disease or
conception; what is called "un-safe sex." As a result of adolescents not practicing
safe sex, teen pregnancy has become very prevalent;, abortion has become the
frequent solution to teen pregnancy and there are increasing rates of sexually
transmitted diseases including HIV/AIDS. Factors associated with early
initiation of sexual intercourse include drug and alcohol use, rape, delinquency
and poverty (Haffner, 1998).
This thesis explores early adolescent sexuality among teens, especially
Hispanic teens, and reviews the efforts being made so far to address early
adolescent sexuality. It assesses the role of the church in providing sex education
and evaluates the effectiveness of a faith-based abstinence intervention for
Puerto Rican Christian youth. It concludes with recommendations for future
programmatic directions.
Adolescent Sexual Practices
Sexual Intercourse. Most young people begin having sex in their mid-to-
late teens; more than half of 17-year-olds have had intercourse (AGI, 1999).
According to the 2003 Center of Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC)
nationwide Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance System (YRBSS), 46.7% of all high
school students report having had sexual intercourse on at least one occasion; a
decrease from 54.1% in 1991. Whites account for this reduction more than Black
or Hispanic students. The prevalence of having had sexual intercourse was
significantly higher among Blacks (67.3%), and Hispanics, (51.4%), than among
White students (41.8%). The prevalence of sexual activity ranges from 32.8%
among ninth graders to 61.6% among twelfth graders. About 34.3% of students
nationwide report being sexually active defined as having sexual intercourse in
the three months preceding the survey. This prevalence was also higher among
Blacks (49.0%) and Hispanics (37.1%) than among White students (30.8%).
Also the YRBSS asked about the number of sexual partners, with 14.8% of
students reporting having had sexual intercourse with four or more sex partners
during their lifetime; a decrease from 18.7% from 1991. However, having four or
more sexual partners is higher among Blacks (28.8%) and Hispanics (15.7%) than
among White students (10.8%). A total of 7.4% of students nationwide had
sexual intercourse prior to 13 years of age. The prevalence of having sex prior to
age 13 was also higher among Blacks (19.0%) and Hispanics (8.3%) than among
White students (4.2%) (CDC, 2004).
An increasing number of sexually active teens are using alcohol or drugs
before engaging in intercourse. Among the students who are sexually active
(34.3%) the YRBSS also found that 25.4% of them had had alcohol or used drugs
just prior to last sexual intercourse; an increase from 21.6% in 1991 (CDC, 2004).
The prevalence of substance use prior to sex was higher among Whites (26.8%)
and Hispanics (24.1%) than among Black students (19.5%) (CDC, 2004).
Contraception. The majority of the students who had their first sexual
intercourse experience did not use contraception (Goldfarb, 1997). However,
among the 34.3% high school students who are currently sexually active, 63.0%
reported that either they or their partner had used a condom during last
intercourse; this is an increase of 46.2% from 1991. Blacks, 72.8%, and Whites,
62.5% were more likely than Hispanic students, 57.4% to report condom use
(CDC, 2004). In addition to condom use, 17.0% of sexually active students
reported that either they or their partner had used birth control to prevent
pregnancy before last sexual intercourse. Whites (22.3%) were more likely than
Hispanics (11.2%) and Black students (7.9%) to report birth control use (CDC,
2004).
Sexually Transmitt. Diseases (S,TD)
In the United States, more than 65 million people are currently living with
a sexually transmitted disease (CDC, 2000). Every year about 15 million people
become infected with one or more STD (Cates, 1999) and 3 million of those are
teenagers. Approximately 25% of sexually experienced adolescents become
infected each year and 13% of the young people between ages of 13 to 19 contract
an STD annually (Goldfarb, 1997). Among these STDs, the most common are
chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, genital herpes, human papillomavirus (HPV),
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), and trichomoniasis (CDC, 2000).
Chlamydia. Chlamydia is the most common of all the STDs and is higher
among adolescents, especially female adolescents (CDC, 2000). Forty percent of
Chlamydia cases are reported among young people 15 to 19 years old. The
prevalence of infection usually ranges from 13% to 26% among female
adolescents attending urban adolescent medicine programs for gynecological
care (CDC, 2000). In adolescent males it was found that 5% to 10% were infected
with Chlamydia (Krowchuk, 1998). Chlamydia is common among all racial and
ethnic groups, but prevalence is higher among racial and ethnic minorities
mainly because of lack of access to screening and treatment programs (CDC,
2000). Since Chlamydia is primarily asympomatic the great majority of people
who have it do not know it (NIAID, 1998). Therefore the frequency reported by
the CDC and the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease (NIAID) are
of those who have been screened and treated and not the total number of teens
infected.
Gonorrhea. Reported gonorrhea rates declined steadily until the late 1990s.
Between 1992 and 1995, rates of gonorrhea among 15 to 19 year olds dropped
from 869.4/100,000 to 664.6/100,000, a 24% reduction (Krowchuck, 1998).
However, rates of gonorrhea across all age groups were shown to increase by 9%
between 1997 and 1999 (CDC, 2000). Rates for adolescents have increased 13%
between 1997 and 1999. Rates of gonorrhea are highest among females, age 15 to
19 years of age and males between the ages of 20 and 24. In addition, males are
more likely to be infected (136.0/100,000) than females (129.9/100,000), Blacks
(848.8/100,000) are 30 times more likely than Whites (27.9/100,000). Hispanics
are the least likely (75.3/100,000) to be infected (CDC, 2000).
Human Immunodeficcy Virus (HIV). H1V is ranked sixth among the
leading causes of death among young people 15 to 24 years of age (NIAID, 1999).
The NIAID (1999) reported that due to the average period of H1V infection
(approximately ten years) most younger adults acquire H1V during adolescence.
Through December of 2002, 4,785 new cases of AIDS among adolescents between
the ages of 13 to 19 were reported to the CDC. This number does not include
those that are H1V infected and do not have AIDS. Surveillance by the CDC
reported that among this group of adolescents, 17% were White, 60% were Black
and 22% were Hispanic (CDC, 2002).
Human Papillomavirus (HPV). HPV is the most prevalent STD among
adolescents and young adults (Krowchuck, 1998). It has become an increasing
public health concern since some types of HPV infections cause cervical cancer
(CDC, 2000). Different tests used for the diagnosis of HPV have different levels
of sensitivity and accuracy. As a result the frequencies of HPV range from 1.7%
to 12% of women with adolescents showing the highest rate of any age group at
46% (Krowchuck, 1998). Comprehensive surveillance data are not available for
HPV and no estimates are available by race and ethnicity (Weinstock, 2004).
Genital Herpes (HPV-2). HPV-2 is one of the most common sexually
transmitted diseases in the Untied States. It is believed to be acquired during
adolescence and young adulthood. From the late 1970s to the early 1990s, herpes
prevalence increased 30% (Fleming, 1997). This increase was greater among
teens and young adults, specifically among White teens ages 12 to 19 years old
(Fleming 1997). Even though the HPV-2 is increasing among White teens, the
infection is more common among Blacks who have a seroprevalence of more
than 45%, compared to 17% in Whites (Fleming, 1997). Not enough data is
available on Hispanics and the estimates available are very poor (Weinstock,
2004).
The great majority of STD infections are asymptomatic, especially among
females and many of these teens do not know that they are infected (NIAID,
1998). Most STDs can be cured if detected early but if not, they can lead to
serious consequences. These consequences include pelvic inflammatory disease
(PID), cervical cancer, infertility and death. If a pregnant mother has an STD it
can also be passed on to the child during labor and can lead to congenital
problems, mental retardation and also death (NIAID, 1998).
Teen Pregnancy
The United States has the highest teen pregnancy and abortion rate in the
industrialized Western World (Goldfarb, 1997 and AGI, 2002). However, from
1990 to 2000 the rate of teen pregnancy has dropped by 28% (AGI, 2004). This
drop in teen pregnancy can be attributed to changes in teen behavior. According
to a study by Santelli et al. (2004), it was found that the drop in the teen
pregnancy rate was due to a delayed initiation of sexual intercourse and increase
in contraceptive use. This is consistent with the report of CDC YBRSS 2003
where an increase in condom use and a decrease in sexually active teens were
reported.
In spite of the reductions in teen pregnancy in all states, it is still a public
health problem and continues to be a greater problem for Black and Hispanic
than for White students (CDC, 2003). Sexually active adolescents account for
about 13% of all births (AGI, 1999). The children of teen mothers are more likely
to be premature and low birth weight, have poor health, grow up in a household
without a father, run away from home, be physically abused and be abandoned
and neglected (Sulak, 2004).
Ethnic minority groups still account for teen pregnancies more than
Whites. According to the CDC YBRSS 2003, 4.2% of students report having been
pregnant or getting someone pregnant. The prevalence of having been pregnant
or having gotten someone pregnant was higher among Blacks (9.1%) and
Hispanics (6.4%) than among White students (2.3%) (CDC 2003).
Adolescent females have disproportionately high numbers of abortions,
19% of the total even though teens represent only 15% of the population (AGI,
2002). These rates are also the highest among developed countries (AGI, 2002).
Black women are more than 3 times as likely as White women to have an
abortion and Hispanic women are 2.5 times as likely (AGI, 2002).
pregnancy costs American taxpayers about $20 billion yearly in public funding
support (Goldfarb, 1997).
Early adolescent sexuality exposes American teens to unwanted
pregnancies, STDs and HIV. For the last decade teen pregnancy rate and the age
of first intercourse among teens have decreased. Black and Hispanic teens, do
not account for the reduction in teen pregnancy and initiation of first intercourse.
However, there are a number of programs that are addressing the need for
reduction in teen sexuality and the consequences that come with early adolescent
sexuality.
Sex Education
A Historical View. In the United States, the emphasis on sex education and
pregnancy prevention was a response to the increasing rate of teenage pregnancy
in the early 1970’s. In 1978 congress passed an amendment to Title X of the
Public Health Services Act to make teenagers eligible to receive subsidized
family planning services. In the same year, Congress passed the Adolescent
Health Services and Pregnancy Prevention Act. This Act was designed to
provide care for pregnant teenagers and to empower them to become
independent (Donovan, 19). In general the sex education programs in the
1970s focused on increasing knowledge about sex and the consequences and
risks of teen pregnancy. Programs also provided pre and postnatal health
services for the teen mothers and their children (Card, 1999 and Thomas, 2000).
As the government continued efforts to address teenage sexuality and
pregnancy prevention, the Adolescent Family Life Act (AFLA) was created in
1981. The main goals of the AFLA were to promote abstinence as the only
effective method of pregnancy prevention, to involve the support of family and
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churches, and to promote adoption as a positive option (Donovan, 1984 and
Thomas, 2000). This Act allowed agencies to provide family planning services to
pregnant teenagers where there were no such services in the community. The
primary focus, however, was teaching abstinence. In the 1980s sex education
changed from not only preventing pregnancies but also preventing STD and
HIV/AIDS. In general many of the sex education programs in the 1980s not
only focused on "Just say No" approaches to abstinence and character-based
programs, but also refusal skills and contraceptive use (Card, 1999 and Thomas,
2000).
In the 1990s, while reforming the welfare system, Congress added section
510 to Title V of the Social Security Act flomas, 2000). Under Title V, Congress
approved $50 million annually (FY 1998 to FY 2003) in funding for states to teach
sexual abstinence education until marriage as the standard for all school-age
children (Devaney et al., 2002; Sonfield and Benson Gold, 2001.). According to
the Social Security Act, eight components define abstinence education as a
program that:.
has as its exclusive purpose, teaching the social, psychological and
health gains to be realized by abstaining from sexual activity;
2. teaches abstinence from sexual activity outside marriage as the
expired standard for all school age children
teaches that abstinence from sexual activity is the only certain way to
avoid out-of-wedlock pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, and
other associated health problems;
teaches that a mutually faithful monogamous relationship in context of
marriage is the expected standard of human sexual activity;
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So teaches that sexual activity outside of the context of marriage is likely
to have harmful psychological and physical effects;
teaches that bearing children out-of-wedlock is likely to have harmful
consequences for the child, the child’s parents, and society;
teaches young people how to reject sexual advances and how alcohol
and drug use increases vulnerability to sexual advances; and
teaches the importance of attaining self-sufficiency
sexual activity.
before engaging in
In addition, the states had the option of providing "where appropriate,
mentoring, counseling, and adult supervision to promote abstinence from sexual
activity, with a focus on those groups which are most likely to bear children out-
of-wedlock" (U.S. Social Security Act, 1996).
The way sex education was approached in the 1990s was reflected in the
types of programs delivered during that decade. These programs included a
positive view on teen sexuality, more STD and HIV prevention programs,
community-wide initiatives, youth development programs and, as noted above,
more emphasis on abstinence education (Card, 1999).
Types of Sex Education. In the United States today there are two types of
sex education for adolescents: "comprehensive" and "abstinence only."
Comprehensive sex education, also known as abstinence plus, recognizes that
many teenagers will become sexually active. In addition to teaching abstinence,
it teaches about contraception and condom use and includes discussions about,
abortion, STDs and H1V (Thomas, 2000 and Collins et al., 2002). Programs that
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fit this description include Reducing the Risk, Postponing Sexual Involvement and
Program Education Now and Babies Later (Thomas, 2000).
Abstinence only programs promote abstinence from sex as the only
method for the prevention of pregnancy and STDs in adolescents (Thomas, 2000).
These programs address abortion, STDs and HIV as negative consequences of
teen sexuality (Collins et al., 2002). Some of these programs include Success
Express, Project Taking Charge, Sex Respect, Teen-Aid, Values and Choices and Facts
and Feelings (Thomas, 2000).
Abstinence: Pros and Cons. Given that there are two sides to sex education
it is no surprise that there continues to be a very political and controversial
debate. Supporters of "abstinence only" education argue that discussing
anything beyond abstinence education is not effective and that abstinence is the
only solution to the STD epidemic and teen pregnancy among sexually active
teens (Brown and Hillard, 1996). Researchers argue that programs that
emphasized the abstinence education are sending a more consistent message
(Kirby et al., 1991) and that abstinence is protective from the emotional and
psychosocial harms that come from premature sexual relationships (Orr et al.,
1991 and Billy et al., 1988).
In 1996 Brown and Hillard published an article rifled "Opposing Opinions
on Abstinence Programs for Adolescents." In this article, Brown and Hillard
presented a debate between Stan Weed, M.D. and Leslie Kantor, M.P.H. and
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Debra Haffner, M.P.H. on their views on "abstinence-only" education programs.
Weed argued that the word "abstinence" needs to be defined because "one can
be surprised to learn what some groups have redefined as abstinence so that it
includes everything short of sexual intercourse." He argued that some groups
would include undressing, petting and mutual masturbation as part of their
abstinence programs.
An ambiguous defiltion of abstinence can lead to risky sexual behaviors
because teens are not told from what behaviors they need to abstain. This lack of
clarity in the abstinence message is particularly dangerous because behaviors
such as undressing, petting, mutual masturbation, oral sex and anal sex are risky
and may lead to sexual intercourse. Even though some may attribute the recent
decline in teen pregnancy to the popularity of abstinence programs, there are
some reports by the popular press that suggest teens may be engaging in oral sex
as a means of "abstinence" (Remez, 2000). These reports cannot be confirmed
because there is not enough documented data to accept or reject these
allegations. However, whether these reports are accurate or not, teenagers are
faced with the danger that oral sex can lead to the transmission of some STDs
such has HPV, herpes, hepatitis B, gonorrhea, syphilis, chlamydia, and chancroid
(Edwards and Came, 1998).
A review of abstinence-only programs by Thomas (1999) concluded that
some abstinence only programs have been effective in making desirable
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attitudinal changes and delaying first intercourse. Thomas found that effective
programs contain enforcement of clear and appropriate values making
abstinence the norm and incorporate positive parent involvement to increase
communication with teenagers (Thomas, 2000). Thomas adds that no evaluation
has shown that "the abstinence message to be detrimental or impractical."
Those that do not support "abstinence only" education say that these
programs are not effective because they are fear-based and exclude vital
information from adolescents regarding pregnancy and STD prevention.
According to Kantor and Haffner (1996) "young people deserve to receive
effective sexuality education that stresses the benefits of abstinence but also
includes information about pregnancy and prevention of sexually transmitted
diseases." Some may argue that it is unethical to withhold contraception
information from students especially if they are sexually experienced teenagers
(Wiley, 2002). Kantor and Haffner strongly feel that these "abstinence only"
programs deny necessary information and skills for adolescents to make wise
and responsible decisions (Brown and Hillard, 1996).
While some abstinence-plus programs have been effective in delaying first
intercourse, decreasing frequency of intercourse and decreasing teen pregnancy
(Thomas, 2000), there are questions about the effectiveness of abstinence-only
programs. According to some researchers, there has not been an evaluation of a
program with an exclusive abstinence message that shows a significant positive
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impact on behavior (Thomas, 2000). According to U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services the evaluation of abstinence education programs funded
under Title V Section 510 will be complete and available in the summer of 2005.
While schools have been the focus of sex education there have been other
institutions involved in sex education and risk reductions for adolescents
including after school programs and community based organizations. There has
been considerable interest in involving churches in sex education both because
they provide the opporkuty to access young people and the moral position and
guidelines for sex education.
Faith and Sexuality
The argument is that religion has been effective in promoting health and
reducing risk among adolescents (Donahue and Benson, 1995; Wallace and
Forman, 1998; Regnerus, 2003). Religious participation has been shown to be
protective against suicide ideation, suicide attempts, alcohol use, delinquency,
violence and sexual involvement (Donahue and Benson, 1995; Nonnemaker et
al., 2003).
Ellison and Levin (1998) found that religion promotes moderation,
discourages risky behaviors, promotes moral and ethical teachings, gives
guidance and advice about family life (marriage and child rearing) and promotes
family cohesion. Religion can increase self-esteem and self-efficacy (Ellison and
Levin, 1998; Wallace and Forman, 1998; Nonnemaker et al., 2003) by developing
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and promoting an individual’s sense of relationship with the "divine other" who
cares and loves unconditionally (Ellison and Levin, 1998). This relationship gives
individuals a sense of self-worth and control. Religion provides answers to
fundamental questions about self-worth and emotional guidance (Rappaport and
Simkins, 1991). Religion also provides social control, values, individual and
group identity, and access to adult support and peer relationships (social
support), both of which have constructive influence on development (Donahue
and Bensen, 1995; Wallace and Forman, 1998; Nonnemaker et al., 2003).
There is extensive research which shows that religion has a positive
impact on adolescent sexual behavior by delaying initiation of sexual intercourse
(Thornton and Camburn, 1989; Donahue and Benson, 1995; Holder et al., 2000;
Zaleski and Schiaffino, 2000; Nonnemaker et al., 2003). These studies suggest
that highly religious adolescents initiate sexual activity later, have fewer sexual
partners and engage in sex less than their less religious peers (Miller and Moore,
1990; Zalenski and Schiaffino, 2000; Miller and Gur, 2002; Nonnemaker et al.,
2003). A study by Thornton and Cambum (1989) also suggests that young
people who attend religious services have less permissive attitudes towards sex.
Sexual behavior and attitudes were found to significantly influence religious
involvement (Thornton and Camburn, 1989).
Although religious involvement has been shown to be protective of early
initiation of sexual intercourse, it may represent a risk factor for unsafe sex
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among sexually active adolescents (Zalenski Schiaffino, 2000). Studies have
shown that religious adolescents (especially women) are less likely to use
contraception at first intercourse (Cooksey et al., 1996; Zalenski and Schiaffino,
2000; Miller and Gur, 2002; Nonnemaker et al., 2003). Another study by Studer
and Thornton (1987) found that sexually experienced adolescent girls regularly
attending religious services were less likely to have used an effective medical
method of contraception than those who were rarely attending religious services.
In addition to the risk of unprotected sex, high religiosity has been
associated with forced sex and letting males control the use of birth control
(Miller and Gur, 2002). Miller and Gur (2002) believe that if sexual activity is
strictly forbidden, as it is in many Protestant churches (Petersen and
Donnenwerth, 1997) then adolescent girls are left with very few skills for
negotiating sex and contraceptive use. This may be a direct result of the
Christian teaching on premarital sex and an indicator of the fact that many
Protestant churches are not effective in educating their youth about sex.
Despite the variety of positions on sex education and different approaches
taken by families, schools, churches, government and society, there continues to
be a general agreement that sex education is a necessary component of
adolescent development. Within this framework, efforts can be made to educate
teens about the dangers of premarital sexual experience. Religious institutions
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can provide a welcoming environmen where some of these dangers can be
addressed and other positive behaviors can be encouraged.
This thesis evaluates the efforts of faith-based sexual abstinence
intervention for Christian Puerto Rican youth in preventing early adolescent
sexuality. The objectives of this thesis are to 1) describe the context for the
development of sex education in the church; 2) describe the development and
implementation of a faith-based abstinence education program; 3) assesses the
impact of this faith-based abstinence education program; and, 4) make
recommendations for future directions.
The following chapter provides an understanding of the context of this
intervention by describing the church and its statements of faith. Chapter 3
describes how the intervention was implemented and includes a description of
the curriculum used. Chapter 4 presents the baseline data. Chapter 5 describes
the efforts made to evaluate the integrity of the intervention. Chapter 6 presents
a comparative analysis between the three time points where data was collected.
Chapter 7 describes the overall impact of the intervention, limitations to this
study and future directions for this kind of research.
Chapter 2- La Iglesia Bautista Hispana Renovaci6n
(The Hispanic Baptist Church)
History of the church
The City of Springfield, MA
has a population of 152,082
inhabitants. Of which, 41,343 are
Hispanic or Latino with the great
majority being Puerto Ricans, 36,251
(DHCD, 2000). Many Puerto Ricans
came to New England in the 1940s as
part of the migrant farm labor force.
As the need for farm workers grew,
Puerto Ricans came primarily from the island of Puerto Rico. The Department of
Labor of Puerto Rico worked out a number of contract agreements whereby the
Department of Employment Services, Farm Placement Division in Massachusetts
could hire Puerto Ricans from the island to do seasonal farm work (Morales,
1986). As a result, many Puerto Ricans migrated to New England during the
1950s, 1960s and 1970s and settled in around Springfield, MA and Hartford, CT
(Morales, 1986 and Fitzpatrick, 1987). Once they were settled family and friends
soon followed.
Responding to the increasing Hispanic population, in 1975 a project was
developed in four churches in Springfield, MA. The American Baptists,
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Episcopal, Methodist and Evangelical churches united their efforts to initiate a
Hispanic church. Their vision was to do outreach to the Hispanic population
and they thought that it would be better for the Hispanics to do it themselves.
Because the church had no affiliation to a particular denomination it was first
named Christian Biblical Church.
The Christian Biblical Church was offidally founded in January 4, 1976
with a total of seven members, including the pastoral family (3). After a few
years it became affiliated with the American Baptist Churches USA and the name
was changed to "Iglesia Bautista Hispana" (Hispanic Baptist Church, HBC).
Later "Renovaci6n" (Renewal) was added to the name in order to identify the
specific mission of the church.
The first pastor of the church was Rev. Reyes Ortiz who served the church
for 12 years. In 1988 he retired and the church hired a new pastor, Rev. Pedro
Rafael Osorio. Rev. Osorio found the church in the midst of several difficult
situations. The church was going through financial difficulties and was not able
to keep up with its financial responsibilities. In addition, attendance was a
challenge with only 35 members meeting for Sunday morning services and only
19 active members. At the time HBC gathered in a local church from whom they
rented their facilities. After effective outreach and as the news of a growing
Hispanic church spread through Springfield, membership at HBC increased and
the resources to buy a temple became available. HBC was later forced to find a
new meeting place because that local church was intimidated with their growing
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presence and asked them to leave. Finally, they rented the facilities of Grace
Baptist Church and within a year this church building was purchased. The first
worship service held on the new facilities was on October 29, 1993.
Since 1993 HBC as grown and now 400 people meet for worship and
teaching on Sunday mornings and 266 people are active members. People who
worship at HBC are not only from the City of Springfield but they come from as
far as Greenfield, MA, Enfield, Windsor, West Hartford and New Britain, CT.
The congregation is composed of mainly Puerto Rican families but there are also
families from the Dominican Republic, Argentina and Peru. Because the services
are simultaneously translated into English (through live radio transmission),
second generation families are also found at HBC along with people that are
Anglo and African-American. Out of the 400 people that worship at HBC there
are 74 men and 135 women, (there are 54 married couples), 120 children and 80
young people.
Bapst Principles
As part of the American Baptist Churches, HBC holds to certain
principles:
Jesus is the son of the living God- Jesus is confessed as the son of the living
God, their Lord and Savior. Jesus died and carried the sin of the world so
through Him humanity could be saved (John 3:16). God raised Him from the
dead and He now sits at the right hand of God as a mediator making intercession
for all believers (Colossians 3:1, Romans 8:34). He is the way, the truth and the
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life and no one comes to the Father except through Him (John 14:6). Because of
Jesus there is direct access to the Father (HBC, 1998 and ABC, 1998).
The Bible: The way offaith and conduct- The Bible is the divine and inerrant
word of God and the basic function of the Bible is to teach and correct (2 Timothy
3:16-17). It is their point of reference and indicates who they are and in whom
they believe. The word of God contains the base of the Christian discipline,
which also reveals God’s love for them. What they learn, say and do is always
subject for comparison to what the Bible says about it. "They are the people of
the Book" (HBC, 1998).
Two Ordinances: The two ordinances are The Baptism and The Holy
Communion. 1) The Baptism should be for believers of Christ. This act does not
bring salvation to anyone (Mark 16:16). It is a picture of the death and
resurrection of Christ, a testimony of the experience of faith as well as a
remembrance of the new life they now live in Christ (Romans 6:4). It is an act of
obedience and love to their Lord. 2) The Holy Communion it is to be observed in
remembrance of how Christ offered himself on the cross for all humanity (Luke
22:19-20). The participants need to be believers of Jesus Christ. It is a time of
joyful celebration, good news, and affirmation of the family of God as they all
come equally to sit at the table with Christ. Hope and salvation is proclaimed for
all (HBC, 1998).
Universal Priesthood of the Believer- All believers are called to testify about
God and His will and to offer their lives in service to the world. In the Old
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Testament a chosen people of a certain genealogy had access to the presence of
God and were able to offer sacrifices on behalf of the people for forgiveness of
sin. Under the new covenant there is in Christ, all believers have direct access to
the presence of God through Jesus (Revelation 1:6; 1 Peter 2:9) and animal
sacrifices are no longer needed because Jesus was the perfect sacrificial lamb for
all humanity. According to 1t Timothy 2:5, they can approach God directly
through Christ the great High Priest (HBC, 1998).
Congregational Governance- As a member and participant of a body of
believers (the church) each believer in Christ has access to the revelation that
comes from God and can discern the will of God for the world and the church of
which is part. The community of believers meets to consider financial,
theological and administrative matters. Each problem and situation is analyzed
in the light of the Scriptures, their foundation of faith, and under the direction of
the Holy Spirit of God they seek His will in each decision that needs to be made
(HBC, 1998).
Freedom of Conscience- It is the freedom to think and act freely but in a
responsible manner. Every person is entitled to have full freedom of conscience
and that freedom is to be respected and considered by those who think
differently. The respect to the freedom of conscience of someone else is the
foundation of their right to demand respect to their own freedom of conscience
(HBC, 1998 and ABC, 1980).
Separation of Church and State-- Church and state are separate not only in
their functions, but also in the source of their financing. Government being under
public control is properly financed by taxation. Membership in religious
institutions and organizations is voluntary, and therefore should be supported
by voluntary contributions. The use of tax money for support of religious groups
is in opposition to the spirit and letter of the Constitution (ABC, 1983).
This principle does not mean that the state is indifferent to the church, nor
that the church is unconcerned for the state. It means rather that church and
state are separate in their institutional life and that neither controls the other
(ABC, 1983).
Freedom of Religion Every person is entitled to have full freedom of
worship and to profess and exercise religious beliefs in public as well as in
private. There is an understanding that people who live under governments
freely elected by democratic processes have a responsibility to understand the
difficulty of religious believers who suffer the persecutions, restrictions, and
harassments of undemocratic governments. Believers express their concern for
these, their brothers and sisters, and pledge to keep them in their prayers, and to
seek to bring the pressure of world opinion to bear on their situation so that the
world may come to have full freedom of conscience and worship (ABC, 1980).
Church Organizati0n
HBC is governed by a body of pastors and elders. The senior pastors are
Rev. Rafael Osorio and his wife, Loyda Osorio and there are three Associate
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Pastors: William Gonzilez, Miguel Gonzilez and Marisol Gonzilez. At HBC
there are also opportunities for Seminary Pastors to do their internship before
ordination. This pastoral body along with other leaders of the church is able to
have various ministries and areas of service to the community.
The organizational chart is as follow:
Pastoral Body
Staff
Senior Pastors
Associate Pastors
Seminary Pastors
Aides
Office
Pastors
Secretar
Admires"trative
Assistant
Janitor
President
Vice-president
Secretary
Treasurer
Other members
Ex-Oficio
Elders
Treasurer’s Office
Aides
Programmatic Boards
Evangelism Missions ChristianEducation Administration
Ministry of
Service Communications The Family
The church offers the following ministries and services:
Pastoral Counseling Rev. Osorio, senior pastor, is available along with the
other associate pastors to anyone who may need counseling in dealing with
family crisis, spirituality and everyday life.
Ministry of Service- The Ministry of Service includes Open Pantry
providing food services for the needy; Agape, providing for the homeless of the
city; Dorcas, providing help for the families in crisis; McDonald House, while
families from other countries are housed here and their children are undergoing
surgery at Shriner’s Hospital, HBC provides a friendly face and supplies any
needs these families may have; Angel Tree, provides Christmas gifts to children
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whose parents are incarcerated; and Prison Fellowships, providing a message of
hope for men and women that are incarcerated.
Family Ministries The Family Ministries includes ministry for children,
youth, women, men and married couples with appropriate activities that can
address their particular need. The youth in particular are given great attention
and they participate from youth group, Sunday school trips, camps, retreats,
social activities, missionary work, arts and much more.
Christian Education Ministry- The Christian Education Ministry is
dedicated to the teaching and formation of each individual as Christians. This
includes CLET (Centro Laico Educativo y Teol6gico) Center for Lay Ministers
Formation and Theological Education, CUME (Center for Urban Ministries)
through Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary, in Boston, "MasterLife" for the
formation of disciples and leaders and the Bilingual Ministry providing
translation for English speaking individuals.
Evangelism Ministry- The Evangelism Ministry is dedicated to the
spreading of the gospelI of Jesus Christ. This ministry includes outreach by way
of radio, Intemet and street evangelism. It also includes the New Believers
Ministry in which a new believer in Christ is given support and placed in a
nurture group where they learn about their new Christian life.
Gospel means good news. In the Bible the birth, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ is known to be
good news because it is believed that this way God brought salvation and hope to all humanity.
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Missions Every year HBC goes to missionary trips to Dominican
Republic, Argentina and Peru. During these trips monetary, material, and
medicinal aide is provided to the places they go.
Christian Arts Ministry The Christian Arts Ministry includes the worship
teams, drama, music, clowns, pantomime, drawing, painting and dance.
Administration Ministry- The Administration Ministry involves the
kitchen, bookstore, interior decorations, gardening, and the Mattoon Street
Festival. HBC is located in a Historical part of Springfield, MA between Matton
and Pearl Street. Matton Street Festival is done every year to exhibit this
beautiful part of Springfield. The festival is characterized for the local vendors,
arts and crafts, food and the exhibition of the beautiful homes in the area
including the historical HBC.
Communications Ministry- The Communications Ministry includes sound,
radio, recordings, website and video.
HBC has been in the city of Springfield, MA for 25 years and has been
committed to minister to the Hispanic community. All these ministries and
outreach events help in the accomplishment of God’s vision for this church. The
Hispanic Baptist Church considers the families to be one of their main priorities
and within the families the youth (from here on referred to as the "J6venes").
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The J6venes2
HBC has about 80 j6venes ranging from 12 to 30. This group of j6venes is
divided in three sub-groups: J6venes I, ages 12 to 14; J6venes II, ages 15-17,
Jbvenes III or Young Adults, ages 18- 30.
The activities for the j6venes are programmed by a steering committee
composed of a coordinator and two (2) j6venes representative of each age group.
This committee includes seven (7) counselors who help during youth activities,
counseling and family interventions. The youth activities are designed to be age
appropriate and targeted to meet their particular need. Some of these activities
include retreats, Bible studies, prayer, concerts, mission trips, and social outings.
Many of the topics covered include God’s purpose for life, relationship with God
and dating among others.
There are, however, six principles that these jOvenes are taught as part of
their church membership and baptism course (HBC, 1998). These are:
lo "God chose you from the foundations of the earth."
The jbvenes are taught that even before God created the earth
(according to the accounts in the book of Genesis), He already had in
mind the creation of humanity.
For He chose us in Christ before the creation ofthe world to be holy and
blameless in His sight. (Ephesians 1:4)
"God wants to save you from eternal condemnation."
Sin separated humanity from God and brought condemnation and
death. However, God’s will is for humanity is to repent, be saved,
healed and restored to him. God accomplished this by having Jesus
die on the cross for all humanity.
2 J6venes is the Spanish word used for youth, teens, or young people
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...God doesn’t want anyone to perish but that all should come to repentance.
(2 Peter 3:9)
For I know the thoughts I think toward you, says the Lord, thoughts ofpeace
and not ofevil, to give you afuture and a hope. (Jeremiah 29:11)
3. "God wants to have an intimate and personal relationship with you."
Once saved, healed, free and restored in Christ, God wants to have an
intimate and personal relationship with each human being. He also
wants this relationship to grow and to mature.
I am the vine and you are the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in him,
bears muchfruit;for without Me you can do nothing. (John 15:5)
4. "God wants you to be part of His plan for humanity."
God invites all humanity to be His collaborators, agents of
reconciliation, healing and proclaimers of His Gospel.
that God was in Christ recondling the world to Himself, not imputing
their trespasses to them, and has committed to us the word ofreconciliation.
Now then, we are ambassadorsfor Christ... (2 Corinthians 5:19-20)
We then, are workers (collaborators) together with Chest...
(2 Corinthians 6:1)
5. "God puts you in His church and He gives you spiritual gifts."
God gives each individual talents, spiritual gifts, and spiritual grace to
carry out diverse ministries in order to build up the body of
Christ and to extend the gospel to all people and to all nations.
But one and the same Spirit works all these things, distributing to each one
individually as He wills. (1 Corinthians 12:11)
But you are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, His own
special people, hat you may proclaim the prais ofHim who called you out of
darkness into His marvelous light... (1 Peter 2:9)
3Used to describe ofa group ofbdievers--cf. ’one body in Christ’ (Rom. 12:5) and ’body’ is referring to a
local church, orto the universal church, i.e. 1 Cor. 10:17; 12:12; Eph. 1:23. (The New Bible Dictionary,
(Whe,aton, Illinois: Tyndale Hous Publishers, Inc.) 1962.
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6. "Your challenge then is this to say ’here I am Lord, use me’; to discover
your spiritual gifts and your calling; to perfect your gifts; to use your
spiritual gifts and develop ministries."
Understanding these principles, the j6venes are challenged to make a
commitment and to put their talents and spiritual gifts in service to
God and their local church.
These six principles are not only a teaching but also the basis for their
beliefs and formation as they discover who they are. It is within this context that
the j6venes of HBC are taught about one of the most challenging areas of their
adolescent life: their sexuality.
As it relates to sexuality, HBC teaches that:
1. "God created humans as males and females."
God created Humans as sexual beings with each having a specific
gender.
So God created man in his oum image, in the image ofGod he created Him;
male andfemale he created them. (Genesis 1:27)
"God created sex as a gift from Him."
Sex was created as a means of reproduction and for humanity’s
enjoyment.
Befruitful and increase in number;fill the earth and subdue it. (Genesis 1:28)
May yourfountain be blessed, and may rejoice in the wife ofyour youth.
(Proverbs 5:18)
3. "Reproduction and sexual enjoyment are to take place within the
context of marriage."
God instituted marriage as the foundation for the family. It is within
this context that reproduction and sexual enjoyment is to take place.
For this reason a man will leave hisfather and mother and be united to his
wife, and they will become onejlesh. (Genesis 2:23)
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4. "Engaging in sex before and outside of marriage is a sin against God
and against our own bodies."
The Bible teaches that sex before marriage is "fornication" and sex
outside of marriage is "adultery." When a believer of Christ commit
these "sins", the Bible says that they do not only sin against God but
also against their bodies because the body is the temple of the Holy
Spirit of God.
Fleefrom sexual immorality. All other sins a man commits are outside his
body, but he who sins sexually sins against his om body. Do you not
know that your body is a temple ofthe Holy Spirit, who is in you, whom you
have receivedfrom God? You are not your oum; you were bought at a price.
Therefore honor God with your body. (1 Corinthians 6:18-20)
For this is the will ofGod, your sanctification: that you abstain from
fornication; that each one ofyou know how to control your own body in
holiness and honor, not with lustful passion, like the Gentiles who do not
know God; that no one wrong or exploit a brother or sister in this matter
(1 Thessalonians 4:3-6)
"God is the source of strength in time of struggle and temptation."
God understand that humans are not perfect. For this reason the Bible
teaches that He provides strength trouble times.
I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me. (Philippians 4:13)
My grace is sufficientfor you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.
(2 Corinthians 12:9)
No temptation has seized you except what is common to man. And God is
faithful; he will not let you be tempted beyond what you can bear. But when
you are tempted, he will also provide a way out so that you can stand up
under it. (1 Corinthians 10:12-13)
Therefore he is able to save completely those who come to God through him
(Jesus), because he always lives to intercedefor them. (Hebrews 7:25)
These concepts are taught within the context of a relationship with God.
Their Bible teaches them that they can have access to God and forgiveness of sin
through Jesus. In this relationship the j6venes have been taught that God is a
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good God and that He desires the very best for them including sexual purity.
For those who fail to abide (it is expected that some would fail), there is
forgiveness of sin. This teaching of forgiveness is encouraged because they
believed that Jesus took the faults and sins of all humanity. "Let us then approach
the throne ofgrace with confidence, so that we may receive mercy andfind grace to help
us in our time ofneed." (Hebrews 4:16)
The Church’s Role in Sex Education
The position of the church was articulated by HBC’s Associate Pastor,
William Gonzalez. Pastor Gonzilez feels that the church plays a vital and
important role in educating families, j6venes and individuals alike. When asked
about the role of the church in sex education Pastor Gonzilez began by
explaining that the church’s4 main purpose is to spread the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. The Bible teaches Christians to:
"Therefore go and make disciples ofall nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you." (Matthew 28:19-20)
"Go into all the world and preach the good news to all creation." (Mark 16:15)
Sharing the Gospel and making disciples is what Christians call "The
Great Commission." In the process of fulfilling this "Great Commission" is
where Pastor Gonzilez says that human beings are also affirmed and
strengthened in certain life principles Christ taught known as "Kingdom
Here church is not a particular denomination but the universal Christian church.
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Principles." These principles include the integral and complete salvation6 of
human beings and involve human development in all its facets (emotional,
physical, and spiritual). It is within the reality called humanity and its
development that sexuality can be found and Pastor Gonzilez affirmed that the
church plays a very important role because of the life principles associated with
it.
The church plays an important role in sex education because it can reach
the spiritual dimensions of humanity. Pastor Gonzilez says that "we (the church)
have an advantage and is that we see the dimension of "sin" that is not explored in
clinical and other disciplines..." The Bible teaches that humans do not "battle" just
with physical things but also with spiritual things:
"For we are not fighting against people made offlesh and blood, but against the evil
rulers and authorities of the unseen world, against those mighty powers ofdarkness who
rule this world, and against wicked spirits in the heavenly realms." (Philippians 6:12)
In addition, the Bible also teaches that there is a "devil" who wants to
destroy humans and one of the aspects he wants to destroy is sexuality. Pastor
Gonzilez says that "in this dimension we can see how it (sin) distorts the beauty of
sexuality." He continued "if there is a school ofthought that accepts sexuality not only
5 Kingdom Principles in the Bible can also be though ofas standards for living or values such as love God,
love your enemies, giving to the poor, etc.
6Salvation This word is used to describe the deliverance ofthe Israelites from the Egyptians (Ex. 14:13),
and of deliverance generally from evil or danger. In the New Testament it is specially used with reference
to the great deliverance from the guilt and the pollution of sin wrought out by Jesus Christ, "the great
salvation" (Heb. 2:3) (Easton, M. G., M. A. D. D., Easton’s Bible Dictionary, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos
Research Systems, Inc.) 1996.)
7Sin is an offence against a personal lawgiver and moral governor who vindicates his law with penalties.
Easton, M. G., M. A. D. D., Easton’s Bible Dictionary, (Oak Harbor, WA: Logos Research Systems, Inc.)
1996.
as something normal but also as a beautiful expression (in its place with healthy
implications when it is done "right’), it is the Christian thought." The fact that the
church is able to approach sexuality in this way, Pastor Gonzilez affirms that is
fundamental because "sexuality is not only a heated topic sociologically but also
academically (for those who study it and like to theorize about it) spiritually and
anthropologically (all cultures have sexuality present) and it is without a doubt a human
reality (just like religion). He adds "this (spirituality) is an approach the church has
available to them which other disdplines and science don’t have."
Not understanding the spiritual dimension of humans is a limitation.
Pastor Gonzilez says that outside of Christian thought, in general, in a
humanistic and secular society, it is more scientific to think that humans are the
center of the universe and the "cosmovision." "They (society) are limited by those
things that are beyond reason or that can’t be explained or proven scientifically. Those
things that can’t be explained through medical advances, psychology, etc. aren’t real
can’t be proven and because they can’t be proven then they are not real." In other
words, when approaching humanity "they" are already limited by the physical
and the natural world. "And ifyou notice," he adds, "when ’they’ approach sexuality
it is usually done from a biological and emotional perspective and the emotional
perspective is extremely subjective...and the spiritual dimension is absent...and if there
is a spiritual dimension present it is usually this abstract spirituality where humans are
in control (of their lives) and not God." Pastor Gonzilez feels that the Biblical
perspective is the opposite where "God establishes the boundaries and remains in
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control." He continued to express that other approaches do not address the
spiritual dimensions because "a well intended psychologist or educator comes and
puts this whole reality aside."
Another limitation stems from the fact that in academic disciplines you
cannot use God as an "explanation." In other words, "evil does not exist, the
supernatural does not exist, humans do not need God, humans are a god within, etc."
Pastor Gonzilez says that when the Bible calls certain human behaviors "sinful
acts," secularism says "...oh no, those are feelings ofguilt because "the person has been
exposed to too many restrictions" which is all Freud’s philosophy." Pastor Gonzfilez
argues that this is a limitation especially when it has something to do with sexual
identity and in this case abstinence. In regards to sex, he continued to explained,
secular society tells you "you have to (have sex)" and when someone abstains is
like "not drinking water and indist,nsable for living and it is presented as a basic
need...," he continued, "I haven’t met anyone who has died because of lack of sex for a
reasonable amount of time." Another reason why Pastor Gonzlilez says this is a
limitation is because it is a double standard. "For one side abstinence is the most
effective and secure method against pregnancy and disease but on the other hand society
encourages us to have sex. It is like two truths that cancel each other out you can’t
abstain because if you are a human being but because it is a "necessity" then you must
have sex...you have to do it this is a double standard!" Pastor Gonzfilez says that
the Bible does not ignore or deny human reality of sexuality but it provides
restrictions for this sexuality to be expressed. Society, however, takes away the
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"guard rails" along the way and says "you are free...you want it, you can have it, did
itfeel good, then do it!"
Pastor Gonzilez insisted that the teachings of the Bible are clear and
specific: "outside of the context of maiage there should be no sex." He recognizes
that people may not understand this, will get upset at God and will engage in
premarital sex anyway. However, Pastor Gonzilez affirms that "the Bible has been
clear and wiser than other intellectuals and counselors to present this method of public
health and prevention (abstinence)."
In this age of open communication, Pastor Gonzilez feels that there is a
"huge" gap between what he calls knowledge and morality; between knowledge
and the capacity in one’s character to be wise and apply the knowledge obtained
through education. He feels the youth from "other generations" with less sexual
knowledge tended to engage in risky behaviors with less frequency than the
"youth of today" who have more sexual knowledge. "In fact", he adds, "the
knowledge learned today during junior high is what "we" were learning in college." He
continued to say that "younger youth do not have the moral capacity to apply all the
knowledge they have acquired and to put to practice." Pastor Gonzilez is amazed at
this gap because it means that education is not enough to bring about change.
He continued to say that "the church has a great opportunity to influence because ofits
ability to morally empower individuals." Pastor Gonzilez does not reject science
and the biological aspects of sex education but he feels that these are not enough.
This means that the church is in a position to influence because of its spiritual
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dimension and access to individuals. He continued by saying "all this good
education but behaviors are not modified why? ...well something is missing...the
church has a message...let the church give its message without removing the biological
education."
Pastor Gonzilez affirmed that j6venes who have a religious life or a
’healthy Christian life’ have shown that moral self-control along with spiritual
empowerment and a relationship with Christ, have the greater capacity of
managing information the best and do not get involved in risky behaviors at
higher rates when compared to their counterparts. He concluded, "I’m not saying
that they don’t do it (sex) but the incidence is less."
In the past, HBC has developed other interventions where it has
attempted to educate not only the j6venes but the whole family in a variety of
issues including sex. Adolescent girls and boys have been separated and
"talked" to about sex. HBC had never taken on a sex education intervention that
would be tailored to the j6venes and that would last more than one day.
Understanding the importance of sex education in the church, the author
approached Rev. Osorio with the proposal of doing a faith-based sex education
intervention for the jOvenes of HBC.
Chapter 3- Methodology
Faith-Based Intervention
The plan for this project involved the implementation of a sex education
program and the systematic evaluation of its integrity and impact. This program
implementation and evaluation included 1) the selection of the faith-based sexual
abstinence curriculum, 2) the administration of pre-post intervention survey, 3)
the collection of session observations, 4) individual in-depth interviews with the
j6venes, and, 5) evaluation of session.
This intervention took place in the spring of 2000. The goal of the
intervention was to investigate the effectiveness of a faith-based sexual
abstinence education and to teach and maintain sexual abstinence among
adolescent youth of the Hispanic Baptist Church (HBC), Springfield, MA.
Considering the j6venes’ faith and system of beliefs, the following were
the intervention’s objectives:
Build the j6venes self-esteem.
Provide sexual education.
Build skills in dealing with pressure to have sex.
The Curriculum "True Love Waits"
The curriculum used is called True Love Waits (TLW) published by
LifeWay Press. True Love Waits was created in April of 1993 based on the need
to develop a Christian sex education program. TLW is sponsored by LifeWay
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Christian Resources-the world’s largest provider of religious products and
services-TLW is an international campaign that challenges teenagers and
college students to remain sexually pure and abstinent until marriage.
TLW is based in religious theory and defines sexual purity as "abstaining
from intercourse until marriage and not dwelling on thoughts of sex with
someone other than a spouse." In the Bible Jesus says "You have heard that it was
said, ’Do not commit adultery.’ But I tell you that anyone who looks at a woman
lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart" (Matthew 5:27-28). The
TLW’s message is that until one is married, sexual purity means saying no to
sexual intercourse, oral sex, and sexual touching. It also means saying no to a
physical relationship that causes one to be "turned on" sexually. In addition, it
means not looking at pornography or pictures that feed sexual thoughts. They
also believe that sexual purity does not end with marriage. Marriage partners
are supposed to experience sexual love with each other in a way that is fulfilling
to both. In this context purity means being completely faithful to the spouse in
thought and deed (TLW, 2004). "Manage should be honored by all, and the marriage
bed kept pure, for God will judge the adulterer and all the sexually immoral" (Heb.
13:4).
The TLW message is disseminated to young people through churches,
student organizations, health care groups, and on campuses across the nation.
TLW hosts national, city-wide and regional rallies that are held each year. Part
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of what TLW does at these rallies is to display covenant cards that have been
signed by young people stating: "Believing that true love waits, I make a commitment
to God, myself, my family, my friends, my future mate, and my future children to be
sexually abstinent from this day until the day I enter a biblical marriage relationship".
At their first national rally on July 29, 1994 on the National Mall in Washington,
DC, 25,000 young people displayed more that 210,000 covenant cards. Since this
first national convention over a million j6venes have signed covenant cards
pledging to remain sexually pure and abstinent until marriage.
As part of the program TLW has developed several teaching materials and
curricula. Among those are the materials chosen for this study: "Until I Say I
Do" and "The Gospel of Sex Video." These materials teach church youth about
sexual abstinence from a Biblical perspective and its main sections build on the
relationship they have with Jesus and focuses on how that relates to their
sexuali. The materials include refusal skills, showing adolescents how to
respond to real life situations. It also allows for open discussions where
adolescents can express their concerns and doubts regarding sex.
"Until I Say I Do" (Strack and Strack, 1999) contains five sessions and
"The Gospel of Sex Video" series contains three sessions. The teaching material
for this intervention was chosen in collaboration with Pastor Gonzilez, who was
assigned by Rev. Osorio to supervise this intervention. Pastor Gonzilez’s
supervision was necessary to ensure the jbvenes were taught according to
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Christian lachings. Pastor Gonzlez selected 3 of the 5 sessions from "Until I
Say I Do": "Flirting with temptation", "How far is too far on a date?", and "Is sex
wrong if you are really in love?" Pastor Gonzilez also selected the entire "The
Gospel of Sex Video" series which included: "The Gospel of Sex Video", "Idol
Thoughts", and "Power Play." These selections were based on what Pastor
Gonzilez thought would be relevant and appropriate for the j6venes of HBC.
Pastor Gonzilez chose not to include the following sessions from "Until I Say I
Do" because he felt that they were redundant and repetitive: "Think in the
future tense" and "Sex: Isn’t everybody doing it?"
Out of the two resources, the following six (6) sessions were created (see
Appendix A for copy of the curriculum):
Session #1 "Common Myths about Sex and the Standard of God" For this
session e jOvenes were presented with "The Gospel of Sex" Video. This video
showed a general overview of what the Bible teaches about sex. It focused on sex
being a gift from God; a gift not to be "opened" until marriage. It also
encouraged the j6venes to avoid tempting situations, to be sexually pure and to
abstain from sexual intercourse. This video also presented real life testimonial of
teens who had engaged in premarital sex, the consequences, they experienced
and their decision to abstain from sex until marriage. The common myths about
sex among Christian youth were also discussed. Some of these included: "sex is
bad", "God hates sex", "if you have premarital sex, you will get pregnant or
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contract a horrible disease and die", "virgin is a dirty word", "if you’ve had sex,
you"re ruined for life."
Session #2 "Idol Thoughts"- This session focused on how society is fixated
with sex and how it has become an "idol" for society. An "idol" was defined as
"something people worship and anything that takes the place of God in a
person’s life." Such an idol can be money, success, significant others and sex.
Part of this session included an exercise where the j6venes were given everyday
magazines to identify ads where sex was portrayed as a tool for selling products.
The j6venes identified that the message sent was that society uses sex to sell
everything and as a result degrading it as something not important or precious in
the life of a person. The j6venes learned that God created all things including sex
as an expression of love within marriage, that God should be first in their lives,
and not to make sex an "idol."
Session #3 "Power Play" This session focused on understanding the
Christian life as a life of true freedom and power as the Bible teaches in the book
of Romans. The j6venes were presented with a skit about a young man named
"Joe." "Joe" was a high school drop out, had run away from home and could not
hold on to a steady job all because he was "free" to do what he wanted with his
life. In light of this character, the j6venes were taught that society gives a
misleading sense of freedom and that living life as they please is not what God
wants for them. The j6venes were taught that true freedom is found in Jesus and
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the sacrifice He made when He died for their sins. Because their sins have been
forgiven the j6venes can now live in true freedom. Through the power of Christ,
the jOvenes were challenged to avoid sexual sin and to live free in a way that is
pleasing to God.
Session #4 "Flirting with Temptation" This session focused on
understanding "temptation" and where it starts. The j6venes were taught how
to prevent and overcome temptation. This session included the role alcohol
plays in many date rapes and how they can identify ways to avoid these kinds of
incidents. Some of the ways the j6venes were taught to prevent "tempting"
situations included: 1) being aware of the fantasies playing in their mind, 2)
asking God for help by changing their "want to’s" or desires, 3) recognizing that
"it" (date rape, sex, etc) can happen to anyone, 4) exercising choices, and 5)
having a system of accountability and support with each other.
Session #5 "How Far is Too Far on a Date" This session focused on setting
a goal of moral excellence. In reaching this goal the j6venes were taught that
sexual fulfillment is different for males and females, that physical affection is
progressive and how it can get out of control. How far is too far was defined as
"Anything that stirs up sexual feelings in one person that cannot be righteously
fulfilleda’. They learned that in order to reach their goal they 1) must keep an
open communication with God through prayer, 2) know that God understands
s
righteously fulfilll...this means base(t on Biblical teachings.
their struggle and what they are going through, 3) know that God is on their side
and His power is available to help them, and, 4) God (not society) must be their
standard in order to reach their goal.
Session #6 "Is Sex Wrong if You are Really in Love?"- This session focused
on understanding God’s plan for sexual intimacy; understanding that love is not
enough reason to engage in premarital sex. The j6venes discussed different
scenarios of couples engaged in sexual intimacy. Using God’s standard they
identified ways these couples could have avoided sexual intercourse. They also
set personal limits, made a commitment for sexual abstinence and learned how
to plan a date in order to avoid tempting situations.
The Sample TheJ6ven
This intervention was targeted to 35 j6venes, 12 to 19 years of age from
HBC. These j6venes are primarily Puerto Rican first and second-generation
residents here in the United States. There are various levels of church
involvement within the j6venes but the majority of them participate in church
youth activities. The j6venes were divided by age, consisting of three groups:
Group I, ages 12 to 14; Group II, ages 15 to 17; and Group II, ages 18 and older.
This resulted in three manageable size groups of j6venes and because of the wide
range of ages the curriculum was presented age appropriately. Because this
intervention was given as part of their church activities, all the j6venes were
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welcome to participate. Data, however, was only collected from those whom
consent was obtained.
.In-depth..Interviews
Willing and interested j6venes were asked to participate in the in-depth
interviews. In order to ensure representation within the youth group, two
j6venes were selected per age group, one male and one female. The interviews
lasted from 20 to 45 minutes. The objective was to have a deeper understanding
of how j6venes were influenced by sex. These interviews were semi-structured
with topics ranging from school to church to the media as it all relate to
sexuality.
S,tu,dy Implemenon
Recruitment was done about a month before the intervention was
scheduled to begin. Announcements were made from the pulpit, during church
activities and other church services.
Parental informed consent was obtained by holding an
information/question session at the church. During this session the parents were
presented with the curriculum and with the survey instrument for their review.
At this time they gave consent for their child’s participation. The j6venes
consented to their own participation on the first session before the administration
of the survey instrument. At this first session the j6venes not interested in
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participating had an opportunity to refuse their participation and/or respond to
the survey instrument.
The church’s Youth Counselors facilitated and taught the curriculum.
These facilitators have worked with the j6venes on a regular basis and have
experience teaching a variety of curricula to them. The teaching consisted of
interactive discussions between the j6venes and the facilitators. During this
teaching part, the j6venes were affirmed by developing an understanding in the
foundations of their faith as it pertains to sex.
Evaluation
The intervention was evaluated with two different methods:
Process Evaluation In order to ensure that sessions were delivered in a
comparative manner, each session was evaluated based on 1) the relevance of the
material, 2) presentation, 3) youth response, 4) what to improve, and, 5) what
was positive. Sessions were evaluated by two facilitators who were also youth
counselors of HBC. Each facilitator was given session evaluation forms with
instructions on how to evaluate the sessions.
Pre-post Intervention Instrument The survey instrument was administered
at the beginning and at the end of the intervention with a six month follow-up
after the intervention ended (three time periods). The survey instnment
captured the jOvenes’ knowledge, behavior, subjective norms and intentions
toward sex. Questions on knowledge included definition of sex and prevention
of pregnancy and STDs. The behavior and intentions to perform actions such as
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making out, masturbation and sexual intercourse were also asked. The j6venes’
subjective norms were captured by asking them what people of influence, like
their parents, pastor, best friend and God, thought of sex in different situations
prior to marriage. The jOvenes were also asked about their own feelings towards
sex prior to marriage (see Appendix B for full copy of the instrument).
This survey instrument is a modification of what the State of Connecticut
used to evaluate their "Positive Life Choices "abstinence only programs in towns
such as Bridgeport, Waterbury and Danielson. The modifications consisted of
the addition of questions on subjective norms. The survey instrument was
translated into Spanish.
The j6venes responded to the survey instrument individually in the same
church room in which the course was given. To avoid identification of any
questionnaire with an individual young person, the j6venes identified
themselves in their survey instrument with a random Bible book name known
only to the individual. No one had knowledge of the identity of each j6ven. If
any of the j6venes refused to answer the survey instrument this decision did not
hinder him or her from participating in the intervention or any other church
activity.
Significance of the study
The effectiveness of the intervention was based on the two methods of
evaluation. The success and effectiveness of the intervention was measured by
the changes in the j6venes’ attitudes, behavior intentions and behavior toward
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premril sex. The education portion of this intervention was aimed at
changing their behavior intentions and modifying their subjective norms. The
segment on refusal skills part was designed to build up the j6venes’ self-efficacy
in abstaining from premarital sex. Because this study has a small sample size it
should be considered a pilot effort.
Intervention
Subjective Norms,
Attitudes,
Behavior Intentions
Sexual Abstinence
Data Analyses
Analyses of the data were based on within group changes and not
individual changes over time. Baseline analysis was based on an N of 35.
Comparative data analysis was done on the answers to the items on the survey
instrument administered pre-intervention, T1, immediate post-intervention, T2,
and after a 6 to 8 month follow-up, T3. The T1/T2/T3 comparisons were based
on an N of 26 and were conducted using non-parametric tests such as Wilcoxon
Signed Rank and Cochran Q test. These quantitative data were coupled with the
qualitative observational notes of the sessions to assess integrity and
acceptability of the intervention. For purposes of sub sample, dichotomous
analyses of age and gender was conducted, comparing youngest versus oldest
and male versus female, respectively, using Spearman’s Rho correlations.
Chapter 4- Baseline Results
A total of 35 j6venes were recruited to be part of this study, in this group
of j6venes there were slightly more males than females; 54% (19) of the j6venes
were males and 46% (16) were females. 51% (18) of the j6venes were between the
ages of 12 and 14 and 49% (17) were ages 15 to 19. 67% (22) reported being part
of HBC for 5 years or less and 33% (11) reported 6 or more years.
In-depth interviews were conducted with 5 of the 35 jOvenes. These
interviewees were Rosa , vtana, "Juan", #eoro, and "Sofia." These j6venes
are representative of the HBC youth group and are involved in youth activities
and in leadership.
"Rosa" is a 13 year old female and "Maria" is a 15 year old female. Rosa
and Maria are sisters and they live with both of their parents and an older
brother. Rosa and Maria’s parents are working professionals. They are all active
members of HBC.
"Juan" is a 15 year old male. Juan lives with both of his parents and a
younger sister. Juan’s dad is not able to work and his mother is a working
professional.
"Pedro" is a 17 year old male. Pedro is the youngest of three boys. His
oldest brother is married and Pedro lives with both of his parents and his middle
brother. Both of his parents are working professionals. The family is an active
member of HBC.
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"Sofia" is 23 years of age. Sofia is an orphan and the legal guardian of her
13 year old brother. Sofia works full-time and attends a local college full-time.
The objective of these interviews was to have a deeper understanding of
how j6venes were influenced by sex. The interviews were all open ended
covering a range of topics like parents, school, church, God, and the media and
how all of these relate to sexuality.
The interview began by asking what they thought of when they hear the
word sex. Rosa, Juan and Pedro said that "sex is male or female", "heterosexual
intercourse", "belongs in marriage" or "sex outside of marriage." Maria
however had a very specific view of sex. She said that there were two views of
sex: the worldly view, and the religious view. With regard to the worldly view
she thinks of
"This dirty image that people have sex just for having it that is a way of man
having power; this is the way the world presents it."
In regard to the religious view she says:
"The way that I have been taught is that sex belongs in marriage and that is an
act that God created to demonstrate His love."
These j6venes reported that they did not have much communication with
their parents about sexuality. They were taught that sex belongs in marriage but
little more. One of the j6venes, Rosa, reported communicating more with her
mom about sex but this did not begin until she started dating. That is when her
mother began to tell her what she was doing wrong:
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"But when she sees me doing something wrong she’ll tell me. Don’t sit on his
lap, don’t hug him so much in front of people, no kisses in front of anybody,
things like that."
All the j6venes except for Maria reported that everything they know about
sex they have learned at school and from friends. The lack of communication
with parents was such that Rosa didn’t know anything about sex until she began
attending school here in the U.S. at age 11.
The j6venes reported that at church they were taught that sex belongs in
marriage. Pedro in particular felt that there was no need for anything else other
than to continue the constant repeated message of no sex before marriage. Maria
however, felt that the church should do more sex education, and that they should
do a better job at making sex education age appropriate. Sofia, felt that the
church should do a bettr job at not just teaching about sexuality but also about
preventing STDs and AIDS. This is a very unpopular and controversial subject
in the church because the expectation is for those who are not married to abstain
from sexual intercourse. However Sofia expressed the need for this kind of
teaching because:
"... there are some people that come to church and they are living with somebody
and that person comes in and out of their lives and they are having sex with this
person whether they are married or not and are also part ofthe church, member or
not.
...what if they come with AIDS or something and their spouse or they stop
serving the Lord and they doing things behind their back and you don’tfeel safe,
what message can they take?"
The j6venes expressed that the leadership, in particular the pastors of
HBC, are very approachable. Pedro was the only one who expressed not feeling
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comfortable speaking with any of the pastors but at the same time he did find
them approachable.
The jOvenes did not feel that the church was prejudiced especially when it
comes to teenage pregnancy. There was once a teenager who became pregnant
while being part of the church’s youth group. I asked them about this, and they
felt that the church dealt with it okay. Maybe some people in the church
panicked about it but it was not the majority and certainly not the leadership of
the church. They actually felt that the teenager was the one who didn’t want to
work it out and ended up leaving the church. Interestingly Pedro expressed a
feeling of betrayal on behalf of this teenager. In the interview he said:
"I think it was really tough because you are preached not to do this and you feel
kind of hurt and betrayed to think that someone else is being taught the same
hig and did it anyways."
When I asked him why he felt this way he said:
"Because in some cases the person was very close and you are kind of there for
each other because it is hard to try to maintain your virginity and we all knew
that we arefriends and therefor the hard times even to resist temptation and it is
just to thik hat hat ,rso could not have come o us and say hat "I’m really
close to losing my virginity’."
It seems that Pedro felt that this teenager should have communicated her
st-uggle.
It appears that these interviewees feel that the biggest influence of sex is
at school and through the media. When asked about the environment at their
schools/work, they all expressed that "sex is everywhere." At school it is no big
deal to have sex. In fact if you are dating someone, it is almost expected for you
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to be having sex with the person you are dating. Maria said that losing your
virginity is a sign of "womanhood." Both Rosa and Pedro agreed that there is a
difference based on what grade you are in. Juniors and seniors seem to have
more access and exposure to sex because they are more mature, have cars, and
are independent and are also more likely to get pregnant. Freshmen and
sophomores are not as mature, not as independent, and are new to high school.
When asked about peer pressure, they all said that they do not feel
pressured. They hear conversations about sex, who their peers have been with
and what they have done. When asked how they deal with this information and
they mentioned that they don’t participate in those conversations. They walk
away or express their beliefs and opinions. When I asked Maria if she was
affected by peer pressure because of her virginity she responded:
"I’m firm in what I believe and I say that even the pressure that is not going to
make me fall because I know in what I have believed and I know that is not
correct. Many times I have e old and in school they kno that I’m a
Christian that I have certain values and they respect that. Some times they slip a
comment infrot ofme and I respond. Ih talked o some girls about that and
some ofthem say "is true, I should hold on (not do it)’."
In responding to peer-pressure, it seems that they are very strong in their
beliefs. When Pedro was asked the same question he said:
"I can’t say it was a pressure for me though when I was there because I would
either avoid the conversation orjust kind ofleave I mightjust give my opinion
on certain points depending on which people would listen. After a certain
amount of time with some athletes you kind ofget a relationship with them going
andfriendship with some and some people would listen to my opinion and others
that wouldn’t."
When asked how they felt about their teachers and how they influenced
the students, they seem to have different opinions about this. Some felt that
teachers would encourage abstinence, others that they would encourage safe sex,
and others that teachers would avoid any kind of encouragement. What Pedro
found interesting was that some of the football coaches are also health teachers at
his school and this is what he had to say about that...
"One thing that I can say for the record which is really ironic is that we have
health teachers that are football coaches and since they are health teachers they
require to teach about everything about sex and Ifind it ironic that much of the
important players of the team have children and I find that ironic there are
coaches that are health teachers and they always talk about sex and preventing,
you know, having a child or getting STD’s, it seem kind ofweird."
Based on the j6venes’ perceptions, it seems that there are mixed messages
coming from their teachers.
Juan, Rosa and Maria were asked about the media and how it portrays
sex. All of them agreed that the media is very "open about sex." Mafia used the
word "bombarded" to express how she felt about TV and Juan said:
"The only thing they do is to put sexfor everything and everywhere you put sex
stuffto sell anythingjust like jeans or anything, to attract people."
Juan’s parents do not monitor what he watches on TV but he is very
selective of what he watches. He watrhes ESPN, Sports, and Comedy. I
specifically asked if he watches "Friends" and he said no. Rosa and Maria’s
parents do monitor what they watch. They did not mind that their parents
monitored them. In fact, Rosa mentioned that she did not watch much TV
because of homework but she watches programs her family chooses such as
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"Wedding Story", "Baby Story", and programs from the History channel. Rosa
reported never watching "Friends."
One thing all these j6venes, including Sofia, have in common is that they
all rely on their relationship with God for their strength to abstain from sexual
intercourse. They felt that God helps them fight temptation and their struggles.
Having sex before marriage damages their relationship with God and they all
want to wait until marriage to have sex. Pedro summed it up this way:
"Ijust want to say that just because you are a Christian and believe in Jesus and
eternal life does not exclude hat I am human and hat I don’t have feelings for
myself and that even if I speak and what I speak sound easy it is still hard to
ing human o resist empation and o not have sex whe it is all around you
and that is what the media is influenced by and the motto is sex and you are all
surrounded by that and to not say that will not affect the Christian will be wrong
and the battle it is just as hard as everybody else’s and if a Christia perso
do it will mean that any one else can but it helps to have Jesus in your heart and
o have that personal relationship wih God and I would ecourage everybody else
to give Jesus a try and anything in our lives is going to help out whether is sex,
drugs, depression, stress."
Through these conversations these jOvenes are not shy in expressing how
they feel about sex, sexual abstinence, and the pressures they face on a day-to-
day basis. However open communication with their parents about sex seems to
be lacking. This may be a small representation of how some families still have
difficulties openly communicating about sex with their j6venes. In spite of this
lack of communication, these j6venes understand the role their faith plays in
their views and decision making towards premarital sex.
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T1 Results
Communication not only seems to be lacking in the families of the j6venes
interviewed but also in the church. In order to establish a baseline the j6venes
were asked to identify topics discussed in church before this intervention. Table
I shows the list of topics and their responses.
Wt look for in a ma
S m ods of c
C
14 (40
13 (3
13 (3
11 {31)
7
7
7
6
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1{3)
1{3)
The great majority of j6venes felt that all the topics listed above, with the
exception of dating, had not been discussed in HBC before this intervention.
Many of the Christian churches may speak on topics of sexuality from the pulpit
but they do not necessarily do it in an open teaching forum. However, there are
churches of different denominations and size and the way they choose to educate
their congregations may vary. Since churches may not discuss sex openly, it is
not surprising to see that the j6venes reported lack of discussion of the topics of
menstruation, abortion, pregnancy, birth control, specific methods of birth
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control, HW/AIDS prevention, and STD prevention. However, masturbation,
romantic relationships, abstinence, what to look for in a mate, dating and
intercourse were more likely to have been discussed than the other topics.
Because of the j6venes" desire to know more about these topics, HBC has
attempted to teach about these topics and addressed them from the pulpit as
sermons. However, the j6venes have never been exposed to a formal teaching
curriculum about sex and abstinence.
The j6venes were also asked about the most effective way to prevent
pregnancy and STDs. Table 2 shows their responses to this question.
Table 2- Most effective meth of and STD
Abstinence 91% (32) 87% (27)
Condoms 0% 3% (1)
Birfi Conol Pills 3% (1) 3% (1)
Withdrawal 3% (1) 0%
No sific meLhod 3% (1) 7% (2)
Based on their answers the j6venes believe condoms are not the most
effective way to prevent a pregnancy or STDs. They believe that abstinence is
the most effective way to prevent pregnancy and STD prevention. The church’s
teachings could be reflected in the way that the j6venes responded when asked if
they felt mature enough to take care of a pregnancy or become a parent at this
time in their life. As far as pregnancy, 100% (35) said that they did not feel
responsible enough for a pregnancy; 97% (34) felt that they were not responsible
enough for parenthood.
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Youth Reported Behavior
Making Out
Making out was defined as kissing, hugging or touching someone in a
romantic, intimate or sexual manner. When asked if they have ever spent a long
time making out (no length of time was specified), 53% (18) said yes, and 47%
(16) said no. Thirty three percent (6) of those who answered "yes" to this
question were between the ages of 12-14 and 67% (12) between the ages of 15-19
(see Table 3).
Table 3 Have you ever made out?
15 19
To
12 (75)
18
4 (22)
16
16
Of those who said "no," 25% (4) were between the ages of 15-19 and 75%
(12) between the ages of 12-14. There was a significant correlation (rho= -.470,
p=.005) between age and making out where the younger j6venes were more
likely not to have experienced making out. The fact that a subset of those who
had made out were ages 12-14 reflects that some jOvenes do experiment at a
young age.
According to Table 4, 44% (8) of the j6venes who had made out had only
done it with one person. The other 56% (10) have made out with more than
person ranging from 2 to 17 people. Eighty-nine percent (7) of those who
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reported making out with only one person were between 15 and 19. This can be
compared to the experimentation taking place with the younger jOvenes. Of the
j6venes 12 to 14 years of age who reported making out, 5 (83%) reported doing so
with more than 2 people.
Table 4- N bet of people j6ve s have e by age.
12
-
15-19
To
7 (58)
8 10
Masturbation
When the j0venes were asked if they had masturbated in the past 41% (14)
said "yes" while 59% (20) said "no." Of those who had masturbated, 64 % (9)
were males and 36% (5) were females. Males were more likely to masturbate or
to report doing so than are females. Of those who said no, 45% (9) were males
and 55% (11) were females.
When asked if they had masturbated in the last six months, 77% (10) said
"yes" and 23% (3) said "no." Of those who had masturbated in the last six
months, 80% (8) were males and only 20% (2) were females. Males were more
likely to have answered "yes" than were females (rho= .693, p=.009). It was also
found that males were more likely to have a higher frequency of masturbation
per week (rho= -.734, p=.010). Five out of 6 males (83%) reported masturbating
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more than once a week. Only 20% (1) of the females reported masturbating once
a week and the other 80% (4) answered "0 times a week."
When masturbation is broken down by age (Table 5) only 14.3% (2) of
those masturbating were between the ages of 12-14 while 85.7% (12) were
between the ages of 15-19.
Table 5- e you ever ?
15-19
To
4 16
A relationship was also found between age and masturbation where the
older j6venes were more likely to have masturbated (rho -.640, p<.001).
However, age and frequency of masturbation was significantly correlated (rho=
.654, p=.029) showing that the younger jOvenes had a higher frequency of
masturbation per week when compared to the older jOvenes. Younger jOvenes
could be in the process of experimenting and discovering themselves sexually in
comparison with older for which the experience may no longer be new.
Sexual Intercourse
Only 3 (9%) out of the 35 jOvenes reported previous sexual encounters
defined as "vaginal intercourse." All 3 were males, between the ages of 15 and
19, who reported having sexual intercourse with one other person. One of them,
a 19 year old, reported having recent intercourse in the past six months. A
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significant positive correlation was found between those who had masturbated
and those who had sexual intercourse (rho= .372, p=.030). Those who reported
previous sexual encounters also reported having masturbated in the past. This
also suggests that sexual activity is progressive going from one experience to
another. No correlation was found between gender, age and sexual activity.
Subjective Norms
This section looks at an analysis of the j0venes’ "subjective norms."
Subjective norms are what individuals consider to be a standard within a group
and the willingness to conform to those standards. These can be influenced by
family, friends, society, religion, and other factors. The jOvenes were asked about
their subjective norms by asking their opinion about sex between people in
different situations: sex on the first date, sex while dating, and sex while engaged
to be married. The j6venes were also asked about what they thought their
pastor, best friend, parents, and God thought about sex in these same three
situations. These questions were asked using an "Osgood Semantic Differential"
(Summers, 1970) scale and each situation had the following aspects of sex: Bad or
Good; Not Fun or Fun; Inappropriate or Appropriate; Not Healthy or Healthy;
Sinful or Not Sinful; Scary or Not Scary; Not Enjoyable or Enjoyable;
Unforgivable or Forgivable. The j6venes rated the answers in the scale ranging
from -3 to 3 with -3 being the most negative and 3 being the most positive. For
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sex on the first date to be Inappropriate (rho-- -.614, p<.001), Not Healthy (rho=
.392 p=.048), Sinful (rho -.523, p=.005) and Scary (rho -.436, p--.026).
The jOvenes rated sex while dating less negatively than for those on a first
date. Significant correlations were found between age and whether or not it was
inappropriate and scary to have sex while dating. Once again, the older j6venes
were more likely to find sex while dating to be Inappropriate (rho -.663, p<.001)
and Scary (rho= -.594, p=.002).
Ratings became less negative, when the jOvenes were asked about sex
while engaged to be married. The older jOvenes were more likely to find sex
while engaged to be Bad (rho -.398, p=.036), Not Fun (rho -.439, p=.032),
Inappropriate (rho= -.600, p=.001), Not Healthy (rho= -.448, p=.028), Sinful (rho
-.475, p=.011), Scary (rho -.594, p=.002) and Not Enjoyable (rho -.469, p=.021).
In summary, older j6venes were more likely to have a negative view of
sex. Overall, Figure 2 shows that as the nature of romantic relationships move in
seriousness, the j6venes felt less negative and more permissive toward sex before
marriage.
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For people on their first date, the older jOvenes were more likely to think
their best friend would find sex on the first date to be Inappropriate (rho -.465,
p=.O19), Scary (rho -.543, p=.O07) but Forgivable (rho= .409, p=.047). For sex
while dating, again, the older j6venes were more likely to think their best friend
would find sex while dating to be Scary (rho -.484, p--.O19) but Forgivable (rho=
.492, p=.O15). For people engaged to be married, the older j6venes were more
likely to think their best friend would find sex while engaged to be Bad (rho=
.403, p=.037), Inappropriate (rho -.731, p<.O01), Sinfifl (rho-- -.478, p=.021) and
Scary (rho=-.698, p<.O01).
Figure 4 shows the j6venes" average rating on what they think their Best
Friend thinks of sex before marriage. When the jOvenes were asked about what
they thought their best friend thought of sex in these three scenarios prior to
marriage, they reported a more permissive aspect of sex as relationships go from
one stage to another. This is true for all the aspects of sex except for sinfulness.
The jOvenes felt that their best friend would be permissive but still would think
that sex is sinful.
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For people on their first date, the females were more likely to think that
their parents would find sex on the first date to be Not Fun (rho -.467, p=.021)
and Scary (rho= -.524, p--.010). For sex while dating, the older jOvenes were more
likely to believe their parents would find sex while dating to be Bad (rho -.391,
p=.049) and Inappropriate (rho= -.565, p--.003). Once again, for people engaged
to be married, the older j6venes were more likely to think their parents would
find sex while engaged to be Bad (rho= -.524, p=.O06), Inappropriate (rho= -.73%
p<.001), Not Healthy (rho= -.445, p=.034), Sinful (rho= -.416, p=.035), and Scary
(rho=-.568, p=.005).
Figure 6 shows the jOvenes average rating on what they think their
parents think of sex before marriage. The jOvenes" rating was more negative
when asked about what they thought their parents think of sex during the same
three scenarios, than it was in their best friend’s and their own opinions. This is
expected given that parents are in charge of instructing and disciplining their
kids. Although older jOvenes were more likely to have a negative view of sex,
there is an overall pattern: as relationships get serious, sex before marriage is
more permissive and forgiving.
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For people on their first date, the females were more likely to think that
their pastor would find sex on the first date to be Scary (rho -.474, p=.017) when
compared to the males. Similarly, the older j0venes were more likely to think
their pastor would find sex on the first date to be Inappropriate (rho= -.582,
p=.001), Scary (rho-- -.467, p=.019) but Forgivable (rho-- .563, p--.006).
For sex while dating, again, the older jOvenes were more likely to think
their pastor would find sex while dating to be Bad (rho= -.462, p--.015),
Inappropriate (rho-- -.745, p<.001), Not Healthy (rho-- -.464, p=.017), Sinful (rho
-.40% p=.038), Scary (rho=-.549, p=.005), Not Enjoyable (rho---.433, p=.031) but
Forgivable (rho= .425, p=.034). For people engaged to be married, the older
jOvenes were also more likely to think that their pastor would find sex while
engaged to be married to be Bad (rho -.585, p=.002), Not Fun (rho -.492,
p=.015), Inappropriate (rho=-.720, p<.001), Not Healthy (rho=-.499, p=.013),
Sinful (rho= -.443, p=.018), Scary (rho= -.700, p<.001) and Not Enjoyable (rho
.510, p=.011).
In the case of the pastor, the j6venes" ratings were also negative and
similar to the ratings they gave their parents. There was a slight difference
where the j6venes rated the opinion of their pastor more positive than their
parents. This is true for sex during the first date and sex while dating (see Figure
8). It was not true for sex while engaged to be married where the j6venes rated
the pastor slightly more negative than that of their parents. It is possible that the
j6venes felt that their pastor holds them to a higher degree of accountability




Attitudes and Thoughts
The jOvenes were also asked a series of questions to understand their
attitudes and thoughts about what is normative. In order to investigate these
norms, they were asked whether it was appropriate for them to perform a
particular behavior, at what age they thought it would be appropriate to perform
that behavior, and if they intended to perform that behavior in the future.
Making OUt
When asked if making out at their age was appropriate, 40% (14) thought
it was okay while 60% (21) did not. Of those who said it was okay, 43% (6) were
between the ages of 12-14 while 57% (8) were between the ages of 15-19.
Of those who said it was not okay to make out at their age, 57% (12) were
between the ages of 12-14 and 43% (9) were between the ages of 15-19. Also, 71
% (10) of the males felt it was okay for them to make out at their age while only
29% (4) of the females did. Overall, females and younger j6venes felt that it was
not okay to make out at their age.
Earlier it was reported that a subset of the jOvenes, 53% (18), had reported
making out. The ages of this subset of j6venes was compared to their opinions
on whether is okay to make out at their age. Of these jOvenes, 50% (9) felt it was
okay to make out at their current age and the other 50% (9) did not.
There are no major differences between those who said "yes" and those
who said "no." Of those who had reported making out and said it was not okay
for them to make out at their age, 33% (3) were between the ages of 12-14, and
67% (6) between the ages of 15-19. Also, 33% (3) of them were males and 67% (6)
were females.
Of the 18 j0venes who reported making out, 10 (56%) were females. Of
these females, 67% (6) said it was not okay to make out at their age. This shows a
trend where females, when compared to males, think it is not okay to make out
at their age.
When asked about what would be an appropriate age to make out, 23%
(8) said between the ages of 12-15, 27% (10) said between the ages of 16-18, and
34% (12) said at age 19 or older. Fourteen percent (5) of the jOvenes did not
report a specific age but instead gave other reasons such as "making out should
happen during marriage", "making out should happen when a person reaches
maturity", and it "depends" (based on some non-specified criteria).
No significant correlation was found between age, gender and what age
the jOvenes said it would be appropriate for them to make out. However, 81%
(13) of the females, versus only 48% (9) of the males, said that the appropriate
age to make out is after the age of 16. There was a trend towards females being
more likely to view making out as appropriate at an older age. In addition, the
younger j6venes were more likely to say that age 19 or older was the appropriate
age to make out.
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Masturbation
When asked about whether it was okay to masturbate at their age, only
14% (5) said "yes" and 85% (29) said "no." One hundred percent (5) of those
who said yes, were between the ages of 15-19 (see Table 6).
Table 6 Is it okay to masturbate at your age?
15-19 5 (100)
5(
Of those who said "no", 62% (18) were between the ages of 12-14 and only
38% (11) were between the ages of 15-19. Younger jOvenes were more likely to
think that it was not okay to masturbate at their age (rho= -.440, p=.009).
When broken down by gender, both males and females felt similar about
this question. Fifty two percent (16) of males and 45% (13) of females felt it was
not okay to masturbate at their age.
These results, however, are not a representation of what the j6venes
reported previously about ever masturbating. Forty one percent (14) who
reported having masturbated, 9 males and 5 females, were compared to those
who answer "yes" and "no" to this question by gender and by age.
Of those who reported ever masturbating, 29% (4) think that is
appropriate for them to masturbate at their age while the remaining 71% (10) did
not. It is interesting to note that none of those who thought it was okay were
between the ages of 12-14 while 100% (4) were between the ages of 15 to 19. This
is interesting because these are the same jOvenes who said that they have
masturbated and yet the younger ones do not think it is appropriate to do it at
their age.
The jOvenes were also asked, "At what age do you think it is appropriate
for someone to masturbate’ the majority of the j6venes did not offer an age and
felt that it should "never" be done.
Sexual Intercourse
This group of jOvenes felt very strongly that sex is not okay at their age.
When asked if having sex at their age was appropriate, only 9% (3) said it was
okay while 91% (32) said it was not.
The jOvenes were also asked to determine an appropriate age to have sex.
3% (1) thought that the appropriate age would be between 12 to 15, 0 said
between ages 16-18 and 64% (21) thought at age 19 or older. 33% (11) did not
specify an age but instead they said that sexual intercourse belongs in marriage.
Intent to. l_rform behavior
Finally, the j6venes were asked about their future intentions on
performing the behaviors in question. When asked, 82% (27) said they did not
intend to make out, 94% (32) said they did not intend to masturbate, and 100%
(32) said they did not intend to engage in sexual intercourse.
In summary the j6venes" report of what is appropriate for their age
contradicts their behavior, with the exception of sexual intercourse. About 53%
of the j6venes reported making out and yet 68% thought it was not okay to do it
at their age. Similarly when it comes to masturbation where about 41% reported
masturbating but 85% of them do not think is appropriate. This indicates the
reality that the jOvenes, regardless of age and sex, are experimenting sexually but
at the same time feel that these behaviors may not be appropriate. This
contraction may be indicative of outside expectations placed by their peers,
family or their religious community which can also be seen in their intent to not
engage in the behavior in the future.
Chapter 5- Evaluating the Integrity of the Intervention
Implementation of Intervention
During the process of implementing this study, there were modifications
to the protocol. The following 5 aspects were changes in the protocol:
1. information Session for Parents and J6venes An information/question
session was planned in order to inform each parent of potential participants
about the intervention. Due to time constraints and church schedule conflicts,
HBC was unable to host this session and ultimately thought that it was not
necessary. Instead, the intervention was announced from the pulpit during
Sunday morning worship and if parents had questions and were interested in
their child participating in the program they were to approach the co-
investigator for more information. Parental informed consent was then
obtained by giving each parent the consent form to take home and to bring
back on the first day of the intervention.
2. Administration of Survey Instrument- During the administration of the
survey instrument, the j6venes were supposed to meet in the fellowship hall
where there were supposed to be tables and chairs set up. Instead they were
moved to the sanctuary because of another church activity already taking
place in the fellowship hall. There were no tables in the sanctuary but the
j6venes were able to spread out in order to fill out the survey. The baseline
survey was also supposed to be administered without any youth counselors
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present to ensure the students honesty in their responses but this was not
possible because of the openness of the sanctuary. Also, T3 survey
instrument was not given to the j6venes all at once. Instead it was given to
them individually to take home and to bring back. As a result, the time
between T2 and T3 varied depending on when the j6venes brought handed in
the T3 instrument survey to the co-investigator.
3. ee.Groups The j6venes were divided into two groups (I, ages 12-14 and
II, ages 15-19) rather than three groups (ages 12-14, 15-17, and 18-19). HBC
felt that there was no need to keep the 15-17 age group separate from the 18-
19 age group. HBC felt that curriculum material was appropriate for age
group 15-19 as a whole and that there was not much difference between these
ages in their capacity to understand and discuss the material.
4. Intervention Schedule- The intervention portion of this study was supposed
to be 6 weekly sessions over 6 weeks. Instead it became 7 sessions over 10
weeks. A session on masturbation was added by the associate pastor who felt
it was necessary for the students to be exposed to this material. This session
was given to all the j6venes at once. It took 10 weeks to complete the
intervention because there were other youth and church activities previously
planned.
5. Session Evaluations Sessions I thru 7 for groups I and II should have been
evaluated by at least two youth counselors, yielding two evaluations per
session per group. Unfortunately, the youth counselors did not turn in
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evaluations as expected. As a result, session evaluations were mostly
obtained for group II and by only one youth counselor per session.
Session Evaluations
Given the level of organization of HBC, the j6venes, especially those in the
older group, had high expectations of the facilitators and the presentation. This
group showed the need to be challenged and they themselves brought some
challenges to the discussion. Group I, being the younger group, was very
interested in the information and was not as challenging as group II. Both
groups wanted to know clear cut, yes/no answers to their questions. They
wanted direction and emphasis on what is "right." The following are the session
observation taken by the youth counselors:
Session #1 "Common Myths about sex and the standard of God" During
this session the j6venes interacted well with the facilitator, asking questions and
giving examples. They liked the teen focus video that was presented and the real
life stories of teens that were involved in sexual behaviors and how they have
turned to God to not continue in those behaviors. The j6venes also liked the role
plays and the challenges they were presented. This session answered questions
and misconceptions the j6venes had about sex.
Session #2 "Idol Thoughts" During this session the j6venes were taught
how to identify the sex symbols found in society. The j6venes were highly
engaged in the discussion and liked the opportunity to talk about these symbols.
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The jOvenes interacted well with the facilitator as the facilitator presented the
information. The facilitator did a great job of keeping the j6venes attention and
facilitating the discussion. The j6venes really liked this session because it gave
them an opportunity to express their thoughts on how society exploits the use of
sex.
Session #3 "Power Play" (no observations handed in)
Session #4 "Hirting with temptationS, This session was particularly of
interest to all the j6venes because they were all able to relate to the real life
scenarios and the information that was presented. This was significant because
the information presented was not new to them yet they seemed to need the
reinforcement. They were very interested in knowing how far they could go
without "sinning." The facilitator did an excellent job in the presentation of the
material. During this session difficult theological truths were transformed into
simple realities for the j6venes.
Session .#5 ,H.ow far is. too far on a da.te..?,.- During this session there was
good discussion and interaction with the facilitator. The j6venes were very
engaged even though some did not feel the need to talk about dating because the
majority of them were not dating at the time. Some jOvenes felt that the theme
was subjective given that they have different levels of maturity. One of the
youth counselors reported that the j6venes responded the best with the person
who facilitated this session. This topic generated plenty of curiosity and
discussion among the j0venes.
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Session. #6,"Is sex wrong if we are, really,,!n 10re" During this session
there was not a lot of discussion. The reason for this was because the facilitator
presented the material in a more preaching style and did not engage the j6venes
in much discussion. In addition, the j6venes were not as interested and felt it
was somewhat elementary because they "know that sex is wrong before
marriage."
Session #7 "Masturbation" This session was not part of the TLW
curriculum. It was a presentation put together by the associate pastor of the
HBC. It was probably too complex in theological terms for some of the j6venes
to understand. Some of the j6venes wanted to get "right to the point." They
wanted to know, according to the Bible, is masturbation right or wrong? The
Bible however does not teach about masturbation. Instead, the associate pastor
presented Bible passages that speak about purity, self control, and God’s grace to
help the jOvenes arrive at the answer according to where they are in their
relationship with God. Some students did not like this because they wanted a
"real" answer. The control of the group was lost at times because they were very
passionate j6venes who felt that masturbation is a "sin" and that should not be
done and could not get that kind of reinforcement from the associate pastor.
Overall, the curriculum was very relevant to the j6venes. Given their
Christian context they liked the scriptural basis and what God had to say about
sex. Some of the j6venes felt that the intervention became too long by the time
session #5 was given and that the information became repetitive. Most of the
curriculum was presented in a facilitated discussion style with the exception of
the first session which included a video. The j6venes also felt that the
presentation style became boring and monotonous, especially the older ones
(group II). In spite of this, the j6venes responded very positively to the
intervention. They did like the opportunity to speak about sexuality and the
openness to speak about the pressures they face.
Chapter 6- Comparison T1-T2-T3
Thirty five jOvenes were recruited during baseline. At T2 and T3, only 26
(74Yo) jOvenes remained because 26% (9) refused to answer the survey instrument
(see Table 7). This comparative analysis will be based on an N of 26 (74%) of the
original sample with equal numbers of males and females. Age group 12-14
makes up 46% (12) of the sample and age group 15-19, 53% (14).
Table 7- Retention
During baseline an inventory was done of the sex related topics the
jOvenes identified as being discussed in their church. The same questions were
asked at T2 and T3 (6-8 months later) in order to assess the j6venes recollection of
the topics discussed during the intervention. Due to the religious nature of the
curriculum, topics such as birth control, specific methods of birth control,
intercourse and H1V/AIDS, pregnancy and STD prevention were only discussed
within the context of abstinence and Christian moral values, i.e. "Abstinence is
the only safe sex." Other topics such as menstruation and abortion were not
discussed in the curriculum. These were included in the list to create variability
and to avoid response bias. The context of the topics of what to look for in a
mate, romantic relationships, and dating were discussed in terms of being aware
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of tempting situations, how far they could go, what happens if they went too far,
what are the Biblical principles regarding dating, and how the media influences
their view of sex. Lastly, masturbation was discussed in terms of the Biblical
principles and whether it is okay to do it. Table 8 shows the frequency of these
topics reported over time.
8 ussed in c h
Masmrbaon 8 (31) (96) 24 (96)
Dang 13(50) 18(75) 17()
8(31) 15(63) 19()
STD p on 5 (19) 5 (21) 6 (24)
3 (13) 5 (20)
A on 4 (15)
1 (4) 2 (8) 3(12)
At the end of the intervention time period, the j6venes reported an
increase in the discussion of the topics relevant to this intervention. The greatest
increase between T1 and T2 was reported for topics such as pregnancy, with an
increase of 10%, masturbation, an increase of 65% (p<.000), romantic
relationships, an increase of 49% (p=.002), dating, an increase of 25%, intercourse,
an increase of 37% (p=.005), and abstinence, an increase of 32% (p=.020).
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At T3, six months after the end of the intervention time period, the
frequency of relevant topics recalled, decreased some while the frequency of
others increased. Dating decreased by 7%, romantic relationships by 16%,
intercourse by 2% while abstinence increased by another 14% and masturbation
by 0.2%.
Even though the changes between T2 and T3 were not found to be
significantly different, it was found that the jOvenes continued reporting some of
the topics discussed. These finding coincide with the topics that were discussed,
in one form or another, during the intervention. The topics where there was no
increase were topics that were not addressed during the intervention with the
exception of what to look for in a mate. It is possible that no change was seen in
reporting discussion of this topic because it was closely related to dating and
romantic relationships.
Youth Reported Behavior
Making.out
Within group comparison of this sample of 26 j6venes across all three time
points the data shows a small increase in the number of j6venes making out.
12% (3) (1 female and 2 males) who at T1 reported never making out before, at T3
had done so. Given that in the TLW curriculum dating is not discouraged it is
possible that this 11% (3) who never had a romantic encounter decided that they
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older was appropriate to make out, a decrease of 25% (8) from T1. This
percentage continued to decrease at T3 by another 8% (1).
Those who thought that the appropriate age for making out was between
ages 16 to 18 did not change their opinion much over time. At T2 27% (4)
reported that ages 16 to 18 was the appropriate age to make out, an increase of
4% (2) from T1. There were no changes at T3 from T2. The greatest change was
found among those who reported that ages 12 to 15 was the appropriate age to
make out. At T2 13% (2) of the jOvenes thought this was the appropriate age to
make out, a decrease of about 6% (3) from T1. At T3, however, this had changed
by almost 38% (5) from T2, with 50% (10) of the j6venes expressing that the
appropriate age to make out is between the ages of 12 to 15. According to the
Wilcoxon signed rank test the changes in the j0venes response between T1 and
T3 were found significantly different (p--.018) where making out became more
acceptable at age 12-15.
At T2 47% (7) of the j6venes did not report a specific age at which they
thought it would be okay to make out, this is an increase of almost 28% (2) from
T1. Instead of reporting an age, the j6venes gave other reasons which included
"making out should happen in marriage, when mature, only if dating, when
ready, depending or don’t know."
it appears that at T1, age 19 or more was the age at which the jOvenes
originally felt it was appropriate to make out. Once they were exposed to the
Bible-based curriculum and making out was not necessarily prohibited, the
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At T1, 48.0% (12) of the j0venes ages 12 to 14 and 40.0% (10) of the j0venes
age 16 and older felt that it was not okay to masturbate at their age. At T2, while
the j6venes ages 12 to 14 had a 6.3% (2) change in their opinion, j6venes ages 15
and older showed more acceptability. They went from 40% at T1 to 20.8% (5) at
T2 and remain the same at T3. This decreasing slope shows that as time went on
masturbation became increasingly acceptable among j6venes ages 16 and older.
In summary, there were no new j6venes reporting masturbating and
among those who practice masturbation there was a decrease in their frequency
of masturbation per week. However, over time, there was a trend towards
increased acceptability of masturbation.
Sexual Intercourse
As the baseline data showed, this group of j6venes is not sexually active
(with one exception). At T1 only 3 j6venes (all males) reported ever having
sexual intercourse. This remained consistent across T1, T2 and T3.
When the j6venes were asked "at what age is it appropriate to have sex?"
their responses affirms how they felt about sex at their age. At T1 96% (25) of the
j6venes said that is was not okay to have sex at their age. This dropped at T2 to
92% (22) only because 8.3% (2) of j6venes felt that no age was okay to have sex.
Instead, they said that sex should take place during marriage. At T3, their
opinion was still the same with 96% (24) of the j6venes saying that is not
appropriate for them to have sex at their age and 4% (1) saying that it should be
reserved for marriage.
Subjective Norms
During baseline it was found that as the nature of romantic relationships
became more serious (moved toward marriage), the jOvenes felt less negatively
about sex before marriage. They felt that best friends were permissive of sex
before marriage. They also thought that parents felt the most negative towards
sex than other groups. The j6venes thought that, like their parents, the pastor felt
negative about sex prior to marriage but especially about sex while a couple is
engaged to be married. Finally, the j6venes had a similar perspective of God,
when compared to what they thought of their pastor, except that they thought
God was more permissive, and very forgiving. In addition, the j6venes felt that
God viewed sex before marriage as less sinful than one might expect.
The data available for this comparative analysis of the j6venes’ subjective
norms equaled 360 variables. For this reason the following analysis represents an
overall score composed of the average of the mean of the j6venes rating of sex
across all aspects (good/bad, fun/not fun, appropriate/inappropriate,
healthy/not healthy, sinful/not sinful, scary/not scary and enjoyable/not
enjoyable). The aspect of forgiveness was excluded and analyzed separately
because it was a big outlier; the j6venes rated it more positively than all the other
aspects of sex.
At T2, after the intervention was implemented, there was a decrease in the
acceptability of sex before marriage. The mean value of the jOvenes rating of sex
during the first date decreased from 1.5 at T1, to 1.33 at T2. At T3, six months
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j6venes thought the most forgiving person of sex before marriage at T3 was God
and they thought that their parents were the least forgiving.
The concept of forgiveness is one of the major components of Christianity.
As explained in chapter 2 of this thesis, Christians believe that God has provided
forgiveness of sin through Jesus’ death on the cross. It is believed that Jesus
carried the sins of the world in His death. Christians are also taught that God
grants forgiveness of sin to those who repent from them. This concept was
shown in this data.
These findings are consistent with the teachings of Christianity in that the
God of the Bible is a merciful, forgiving God. The j6venes however felt that their
parents would be the least forgiving possibly because of the expectations parents
have toward their children. At T2, the jOvenes were able to understand the
teaching of forgiveness by perceiving that everyone would be forgiving of sex
before marriage. At T3, the j6venes were able to retain the teaching of
forgiveness but felt that their parents were again the least forgiving of all.
In summary, the jOvenes’ perception of sex before marriage did not
change. There was a trend where the j6venes felt less positive of sex before
marriage immediately after the intervention when compare to baseline.
However, 6 to 8 months after the intervention (T3) the j6venes opinion of sex was
more positive than what they expressed at baseline. Also, the jOvenes felt
increasingly positive about sex as relationships increased in seriousness.
Chapter 7- Conclusion
Young people’s involvement in sexuality can bring short term pleasure
and long term pain. Sexuality has become increasingly dangerous in a time of
HW/AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases. While rates of tnage
pregnancy have shown a reduction in the last decade, there is a significantly
lower decline among Hispanic and Black teens. A large number of teens
continue to experience unplanned and unwanted pregnancies that impact
negatively on their lives, social relationships and careers. Most young people
engage in sexual behavior at a point in time when their knowledge of safe sex is
low, their attitudes and values towards sex are unformulated and the pressure to
have sex is externally motivated by partners and their peer groups. Teenagers
not only need to know the consequences of early adolescent sexuality but also
how to avoid those consequences.
The desire to protect youth from the negative consequences of sexuality is
universal. However, the approach to that protection varies widely by political
and religious orientation, relationship to the young person and deep-seated
beliefs and attitudes. Fundamental differences in the approach to sexuality
among young people have created competing programs, mutual criticism and
rigid policies. For example, supporters of abstinence-only education believe that
tns can be kept from engaging in early adolescent sexuality. As a result,
abstinence-only programs often do not provide information on how to prevent
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pregnancy and STDs and sexuality is not freely discussed, since its overt
discussion may motivate teens to think about sex and become sexually active.
On the other hand there is the contrasting belief that teenagers cannot be kept
from engaging in sex and thus there is a need for not only talking about
abstinence but also about prevention through safe sex. These debates have lead
to "abstinence only" versus "abstinence plus" versus "safe sex" programs and
messages providing a wide variety of "official" and sometimes confusing
positions, communications and values for consumption by young people.
At the same time, as one of the j6venes pointed out, "sex is everywhere"
and the influences of network TV, MTV, and peers are having an impact on teen
sexuality. In our society, sex is no longer hidden and taboo. Sex is a central
element exposed in many sitcoms (e.g. "Sex in the City" and "Desperate
Housewives"), music videos, video games and TV ads. TV and the media are
front row seats to a slanted presentation of sexuality to American teens as well as
young people throughout the world.
While the schools have sexual education curricula, there is considerable
controversy among parents, teachers, school board members and politicians
concerning its content. School health clinics are required to play a limited role in
the reproductive health of students. The schools have become a place for teen sex
education, but more of it is happening in the hallways and bathrooms than in the
classroom. Conversations about "what happened last night" and "how far have
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you gone" may pressure young people to engage in sex in order to become
popular and fit in with the crowd.
It is commonly agreed that young people should have increased
knowledge about both sexuality and its risks and be helped to develop the
maturity and values to appropriately fit sexuality into their lives. The dilemma
centers on how such knowledge and values should be conveyed at different age
levels. While education should start in the home, many parents are
uncomfortable discussing sexuality with their children. The j6venes stated that
their families, for the most part, do not communicate effectively about sex.
If families do not educate their teens about sex, public health officials are
left with the responsibility to protect teenagers from the negative effects of
sexuality. However, the approaches taken by public health officials are not
always received well by families, faith-based organizations and institutions
because they may conflict with religious or cultural beliefs.
The ambivalence and ambiguities of adolescent sexuality are not
diminished when we look at the relationship between organized religion and
youth sexuality. Many religious institutions are perfectly happy to avoid any
discussion of sexuality beyond the precept that sex should only take place in
marriage. However, many clergy and religious leaders believe that with all the
pressures teens face today, the church needs to take a more predominant role in
sex education. Because of its ability to influence, religious institutions can
empower teenagers to be in control of their sexuality. But even in churches,
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mosques, and synagogues the questions continue to arise of how much content,
what values are to be conveyed, how interactive should the curriculum be and
whether young people be given the "correct" position or given the information
upon which to make their own decisions.
Overall pact of the .Intervention
This thesis focused on the implementation of a sex education curriculum
in the Hispanic Baptist Church. At HBC sexual education and discussion had
been limited to messages from the pulpit and occasional discussions with the
youth group. The implementation of this curriculum was the first long term
formal exposure to a sexual abstinence program. The implementation of this
curriculum, which focused on abstinence only in the context of the church and
with a group of church youth (j6venes), was not without its issues and dilemmas.
During the intervention the jOvenes had an opportunity to engage in open
discussions about relationships, making out, masturbation and sex within the
context of their faith. However, these discussions did not necessarily result in
conservative views towards those behaviors. The overall frequency of making
out among the j6venes tended to decrease while exposed to the intervention. But
there was a greater tendency to think that it was okay to make out at their age.
The curriculum provided some guidelines for dating relationships but it did not
prohibit teens from being romantically involved. This curriculum allowed the
j6venes to feel confident that they can make their own decisions regarding the
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appropriate age at which they can make out, resulting in a more positive view of
making out at an earlier age.
While the curriculum did emphasize "correct" positions and offer
guidelines for dating relationships, the associate pastor believed in and conveyed
a sense that the jOvenes had to work out their positions and values regarding
masturbation. The j6venes’ frequency of masturbation decreased while exposed
to the intervention but ultimately the j6venes interpreted the associate pastor’s
teaching as allowing them to take a more permissive position on masturbation.
Given that masturbation is considered a "grey" area in Christian sex education,
the associate pastor’s intent may have been to help the j6venes come to a place
where they could draw their own convictions based on the information given. It
is possible that if the associate pastor would have given the jOvenes a "correct"
position regarding masturbation they may have reduced the behavior frequency
in the short-run but they would have missed the opportunity of being
empowered to make their own decisions.
The presentation of messages and discussions of sexuality seemed to
result in more positive views toward sex outside of marriage. The j6venes were
encouraged to think of sex as something good because it was created by God.
But this positive view of sex was encouraged within the context of marriage. The
jOvenes understood that there was no appropriate age to have sex and that it
should take place in marriage. However, when given the opportunity to rate sex
as positive or negative before marriage, a more positive view of sex resulted.
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The j6venes felt that as relationships become more serious, sex was more
acceptable and forgivable before marriage. While the message was that sex
before marriage was explicitly against Christian values, the j6venes felt that God
would forgive them.
The dilemma for sex education in the HBC is that on the one hand, sex
outside of marriage is a sin against God, and on the other that Christianity’s
main teaching is that of a "savior" who forgives the sins of humanity. However
this concept of forgiveness could be a double-edged sword. Forgiveness of sins
has the potential of removing guilt from past mistakes, but at the same time, it is
not meant to be a license to make those mistakes. Christianity teaches that God
acknowledges that human-beings fail and when that happens there is provision
for the forgiveness of those mistakes. "Ifwe say we have no sin, we are only fooling
ourselves and refusing to accept the truth. But ifwe confess our sins to Him (God), He is
faithful and just to forgive us and to cleanse us from every wrong" (1 John 1:8). This
means that the guilt associated with "sinning" is removed because God forgives.
On the other hand, forgiveness can also create a careless attitude where
one can be absolved of mistakes with disregard to the possible consequences
associated with those actions. This view of forgiveness is a potential danger
because if the only reason keeping a teenager from engaging in sexual
intercourse is God and at the same time God will always forgive those actions
then there is no responsibility. This ecclesiastical dilemma is difficult for church
leaders and clergy, let alone youth.
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Implementing an intervention within the church had its positive and
negative sides. On the positive side, the church is composed of large numbers of
individuals and families with endless possibilities for access to these
congregants. The church’s authority and power to influence is enormous,
making it an important place to educate and an effective location for generating
positive behavioral change.
On the negative side educating with/n the church can take place only so
long as it does not contradict Christian teachings. Collaboration and
compromise between an outside party and the church is necessary in order to
implement programs. These limitations made it difficult to measure the integrity
of this intervention. For example, although the youth counselors were happy to
teach the curriculum to the jOvenes, it was very difficult to get them to evaluate
the sessions resulting in very few session observations. The congregation
embraced the abstinence intervention but frequently moved the program to less
desirable areas of the church to accommodate other programs.
In summary, this faith-based abstinence intervention provided the j6venes
the opportunity to engage in discussion of sex that would have otherwise not
have been available. The intervention did not significantly change the behaviors,
attitudes and subjective norms of the j6venes. An increase in acceptability of sex
before marriage was found but it did not significantly encourage nor discourage
the j6venes from engaging in sex before marriage. Given that these j6venes were
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not sexually active, it may suggest that there was already a strong commitment
towards abstinence.
Study Limita,Uons
This study, however, had several limitations that make the results difficult
to allow full interpretation and generalizatior These limitations included:
Sample Size. This study had an N of 35 j6venes and only 26 of the jOvenes
were available for T2 and T3. HBC had 80 j6venes at the time of the study but
only 35 j6venes (or their parents) responded and participated in the study. This
small sample made it difficult to show any effect size and changes over time.
Length of Intervention. A six week intervention is not enough time to
effectively create behavior change. The data indicated that the j6venes may need
more than one short course to assimilate information. About 25% of the j6venes
were not able to recall or retain what they were taught. Most interventions
related to behavior change last for 12 weeks. Because this intervention was only
six weeks the time period between pre- and post-test was too brief. In addition
to having a short intervention time period, no follow-up booster sessions were
provided.
Control Group. Effective studies have control groups to compare to the
experimental group receiving the intervention. A control group was not possible
during this study because there is no other Hispanic Baptist church in the
Springfield area similar enough to HBC to serve as a control and the
investigator’s time and resources were limited.
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Bias. At the time of the intervention the author was also a youth leader at
HBC. As a result, a potential for bias was present. Even though confidentiality
measures were in place and the author could not have traced the data to anyone
in particular, the jOvenes may not have been honest in their responses to the
surveys knowing they were to be read by a youth leader.
Application ofResults. Given the pilot nature of the project, generalizations
regarding the findings of this study cannot be made for other racial or ethnic
groups or for other Hispanic Christian churches.
Suggestions for Future Resear.ch
Future research in the area of faith and abstinence education should first
focus on assessing the impact of these programs using an experimental design.
There currently no evaluation studies that have assessed the impact of church-
based abstinence education. Evaluations should also include a control group,
larger sample size and a cohort to measure the long term effects of these
programs.
Churches have the ability to influence their communities and have access
to families and adolescents. For this reason, public health agencies, community-
based organizations and other state agencies should partner with communities of
faith in delivering sex education. The increase in faith-based initiatives should
be an incentive to develop effective programs and test the results of those
programs.
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Faith-based curricula should also include more comprehensive sexual
education within the context of the Christian faith. With all the ambiguity
surrounding the definition of abstinence, a clear and specific definition should be
provided as well as approaches to equip youth to deal with the pressures to have
sex from peers. A study by Howard and McCabe (1990) polled 100 teenage girls
and found that 85% of them wanted to address how to say no to a boyfriend’s
request for sex.
In addition, faith-based curriculums should include the involvement of
parents in the process of education. Studies have shown that if adolescents
communicate with their mother about sexual issues, then they are more likely to
have conservative values (DiIorio et al., 1999). Family cohesiveness has been
associated with an adolescent’s decision to delay the onset of sexual intercourse
(Lammers et al., 2000).
A foundation for future collaborations has been built with the Hispanic
Baptist Church. This relationship is an opportunity to bring in more abstinence
education and provide long term reinforcement. The next step would be to
implement a curriculum based on established behavior change theories that can
complement the spiritual components of Christian teaching. While True Love
Waits is a spiritually sound curriculum embraced by the Christian faith, it needs
to be balanced with a more comprehensive and specific view of sexuality.
Sex education is and will continue to be very challenging. Regardless of
what side a well meaning person might take, it is important to continue to fight
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the battle against unwanted pregnancies, STDs and HIV that are robbing
American teens of their bright futures. There are contributions being made from
different sectors, including government, community based organizations, and
academia. Many in the Hispanic and Black community value their churches and
communities of faith. The most important finding from this project is that sexual
education for youth is not any easy job, wherever it is done, and requires a
partnership of many societal sectors to achieve success. The secular sectors of
society need to more fully understand the crucial role that religious institutions
can play in such programs. The secular supporter of sex education can no longer
ignore the faith of the people and how faith can influence not only behavior but
every aspect of ones life. As Pastor Gonzilez of HBC says "... the church has a
message.., let the church give its message..."
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"True Love Waits" Cun-iculum
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Voices Handout
Julle- Age 16
really liked this guy at school and he finally asked me out. He
went to a different church, but he said he was a Christian, so felt
pretty good about this relationship.But after a couple of dates we
started to get pretty involved physically, and then he started to ask
me to go "all the way" with him. was a virgin and said wasn’t
going to do that. But then came that night. He brought me back to
his house when his parents were away. One thing led to another
and-well, I’m not a virgin anymore. Right away, was really
sorry, but the deed was done. And couldn’t talk to anyone about
it. That was the worst thing. My folks would kill me if they knew.
My church friends would judge me, and my school friends would-
n’t understand. The guy didn’t want to talk about it. We broke up
a week later. And now I’m, like, dead inside. It’s hard to pray.
still go to church every Sunday, but feel like such a fake. was a
good Christian, and now i’m not, and don’t know what to do.
Yeah, try to be good. really do. But I’ve got this sex drive, see?-lf
l’m out with a sexy girl, the engine starts revving and can’t turn it
off. Sure, l’ve had sex, a bunch of times, and know that’s wrong.
But what’s the big deal? We’re forgiven, aren’t we? It seems to me
the church doesn’t know what it really believes. mean, what’s all
this guilt about? Why should we ever feel guilty? If Jesus forgives
us for our sins, then sin isn’t that big a problem. can do my thing,
pray about it, and things are fine again. Right?
My boyhend and have been dating for almost two years. have
never been so in love. We’ve talked about marriage and children
and all that. It’s not definite, but we think we’re going to get mar-
tied in the future. It may sound kind of silly, but we dated a long
time before we even kissed. We’re both Christians, and we want to
honor God in our relationship. :But we did start kissing, a lot, and
we liked it, a lot. And then we started to do other stuff. mean,
there was always a line that we decided we wouldn’t cross, but
that line kept moving and moving. First base, second basel don’t
even know where the bases are anymore. We are still virgins,
technically. But Jt seems that we spend more and more time mak-
ing out and less and less time talking. still dream about marrying
him, but have to admit it’s mostly because want to have sex.
:I’m tired of waiting. Still, feel kind of worried about where our
relationship is going, it doesn’t feel right anymore, and don’t
know what to do.
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S]’EPH meets JOE Jn front of a store.
,: Hi, Joe. tt is Joe, isn’t it?.
3OE TrK]t’s my name. Don’t it out. Heb, heh, heh.
thou you. You were Jnmy Enish class last year,
weren’t you?
3E ffymJ s(r so. must have blocked ff out. Bad vibes, ya know?That
teacher Jt Jn for me. Used ta ye at me for doJn’ my homewo
3OE: showed her. You c(’t bo. me a_round like that. So, dropped out. Now
cn’tt on my nomore.
STEPH: 8u_s nc4.
,JOE: YoJ st o to that
Yeah, I’m this ye.
30E: That sdloo|’s wean, had it up to hewh aJJ those stupid
3OE" Used to work here. EIn’t
my boss. used to at me for
’
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country, Jsrl’t Jr? But’s z’,ol what ss said. ]’- . dJd1’t
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couldn’t Jt Ard you know what was?
Too Kmy rules?
3OE c_nn see yoj’re on Uke, no com’ home at 4:00 the
outta ttmm so fast, it m,- my head spin.
So, where a,’e y(j now?
,]0 Oh, here and t_re. Don’t want m fo rent, you
STEP .Jl, s nice to see you . I’ve ot to go. you
know.
JOE Hey, ycj 8or arty spa_re could use some help.
Here’s a doltar. s atl d,ht now. Bye, Joe.e exits.)
3OE Yeah, bye. (He a fist in a (He off.)
TRUE LOVE WAITS MSN 152 127 NINTH AVENUE, NORTH
NASHVILLE, TN 57234-O152 I-8OO-LUV-WAIT
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In John 1:9 we are told to "con our sins." Literally, we
are being asked to "agree with" God our sin, to have
the same feeling toward it as He S all her-
self to compare her sinful behavior by what others were
doing in of God’s VVord. This way it didn’t seem so
bad. The casual references to sex on tel ion sometimes
le us thinking that illicit al behavior is "normS."
o you comp what you do by what others are doing,
or do you you do by God’s Word?
we fli and ize with sin, God abhors
it. He h it! If we submit our he to Him
and ask Him to make us see sin as He does, we’ll be
st en to ran than be
to, sin.
qd ask God to help sin as He does and
to help you kep your t,ou m sin.
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Pcfce DID deNl J* ree times, even though
earlier he declared that he would not. (See Matt.
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Pray for a friend of the e sex who will hold you account-
able for your actions d p r you daily. This could be a
fellow student, a Sunday School teacher, or a friend, but you
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sequences. One look around the school campus cl you
can clearly see how alcohol and drugs break down the
best of intentions.
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1 nS anger and hu lin to wiin you
h an ore elminE p r over decisions. Lives have
been wined in efYo to "et even" or ost sel
teern. The Bible h a lot to say about anger and
feeling.
Mot_ Scripture in the Book of Proverbs
g
d For right k rbs 19: I I d
2 in your B
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Are you w_tchin movies or readin materials lhat fill your
mind with sexual ide Th_t’s like poun oline on a fire.
You become
a 11 he of repen ce ad de w
once and for all.
si hab
you cul the it of
ion in eve ay life and to look at life with a clear
he a.d mind. R Luke 22:40.
.t
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ON a separate sheet of paper, write a dating plan of
"mor-.I Ince." Inclu you will go,
11 go atyou will do, inkU
His d g pl r .Je to g,J nstm
The emy of our souls is, of course, the devil. This cul
y of diers
Peter emph ly stresses the
th
sonal Sior
your he to Him and
cross. This can be
mit that
sins, w
(Rom. 5:8)
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Step 4:
Sf(:p 5:
Commit your to Him by king Him to be the
Lord of I IO; I)
Pray r on. I am a sinner.
be me on the and
from death to pv ness and eternal life.
me as Im from mys to Amen.
Now up in of
to by living r Him d doing e will of God.
Tell
J s ed P r, has d to as wh
1:6-12).
T ere, must set a
guard d the soul. is et ally dan.
rous to flirt wi temp
to help
to always y for
foil a
er, "’$tuden
May 5, 1994. 5.
and
en n Aho!, Look ind e "U and AP,
April 14.
’5 Yea D DK" Popular nce, M 1994. 140.
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SESSION REE:
wo d, through th
wo is
you need to go back to ses.
in
o pas GO! but
using wrong to
Su you’ ing your es on, your
hds r-anning hen. Dsat m it Or
your in in-
you
koa, r’gf tkr./ You’ve missed the whole
int. Remember, when you make stad for virtue,
you an puuing moral excellence, not mo "maybe.’"
IT’5 NOT IHfIT VOU’E DOING,
IT’5 HO VOU’E B OMING.
5 Utl" Vo SoH I Do
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Tke fJrake Don’t |w_q ork
!’11 never fo t Rosema from down the st t.
We IS,
ing en r she e
I’d my
e Lqd gravel 1 r is
times inkJng she’d b
even ugh she was bl k b m the
my
I
n
Once n ing on
just might find out
eno ize at n’t ing as
How Far L Too Far on
_
D_te? SS
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u some bLrt you’re still s ding d in dger
of going OL of control.
Gis and are nt. Oh, you But in
mqy ways er t.h just physicS. Geney s
She loves to die, to he, " k."
of in
for a is e hung uggling is ing
to
mp in a
a dilemm e h
is iu a up
P
soon your appeti
Don’t get
out when there is no possi-
ble way to pie G
lin inu
Look
found
n
H99|9
! rco
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|, J) OP I_.I]:E O: PRVERo Prayer is commu-
nication wi God, the author and pe r of our th (Heb.
12:2). Talkwi Him daily abo your goals, your dreams, your
hopes. Jesus gave us examples of prayer.
l’l:l(l( John 17. Jesus knew His strength came throu
prayer. He was wise enough to share His struggles in
prayer. Identify these points in His kswi the F:_the
His goal
Struggles in reaching the goal
Discussion of events along e
Recommitment. to truth
Flmo Matthew 6:9-13, Jesus gives us the direct com-
mand to pray. Write te corresponding verse to these
elemen of p
Prai hew 6:
Commitment to God’s will--,M ew 6:
Faith for God’s provtsi art.hew 6:
Forgeness of sin--Mat*.ew 6:
Power over temptation and the evil one--Matthew 6:
Affirmation of tr.l ew 6:
51 UNf|| VoN Saq I Do
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2. INO
the
ed by
sion in
HIT
Rein r th Jesus
single mar, surround-
family ds. He
in e flesh and depres-
He is g too much of
you. Remind le heaven and came to
e for the pu se of riencing your pain giving
His life that you mi live fo r.
"How can find strenh to overcome my inner
es?" you ask. The a.q r to your question is
found in Hebrews 4:16. Memorize i use it daiy.
How Far Too ]rose o cs Dcst? 59
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.( Hebre 4:16. e ve in your
words explaining what it means to you.
ay the
4
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5, .L|’ THaT GOD | ON0 S|D,
Help is on You can ’s p gh-
out Word. How, dec Do you or not?
Don’t say you do, yetk helpi to say no
to or s. You can to under
infl of the on 24 rs
a day. Think of C r
of the universe, the hung the moon, m the
s and the sex " p, you’ve far enough.’"
This is yourG who you and for you.
co He 7:25. In e list of ch ristics below,
check the characteristics of Christ that you see in
Hebrew’s 7:25.
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Decide today there will be no er for your
pursuit of moral Ilence. Societ- ch&nges its moral
code like fashion designe ch_nge stvle hatever
the majority says is good. The human mind cannot
produce an objective andard of trJth and morality
because it is influenced by individual experience, it
chges, and it has a huma.q time The real dan-
ger comes when we sta to compare what we are
tern to do with wlat othe are doing.
God’s nature and ch r flne God is
Ev ing we call mo, eve is God.
The some things are ri and some thin are
wrong is seth exists a Cre Je God,
and He is a us God.
To wqat d have you been compang your
other
42 Uut;| Vo Sail I Do
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Don’t fall for the stuff being in most sex ed.
cl on , or by your the
ing by g, "You to
for you m’e Is you
" b 1 day
Am I old enough for sex" Stop wondering. God
doesn’t beat around the bush. In a misunder-
ding is
How I%," I+ Too iro on o Dol’c? 4.5
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S. 1/14 JrOR HOUNSS. The word ho is found
600 times in different forms throughout the Bible. Do
you think we should it out?
O P(R)t.
Holiness is taken from the root word hale, meaning
h fu d." It is to sep from
sin and dedi to God. This is truly God’s plan for
every We are to m to...be holy
12:I m we to se at it.
the chaJI to n for holi
Know what is expe
what is m
the God’s in-
struons
4L. Be a part of
d
bond and
C s in
us many heroes
of t.hose who
wi m
se we have:
Be
Ut|I Vo S,,_q I Do
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_G is not ng us to imps He ng
us to to 1 Lq us
r us to help us ly. He, in His
is in us, ly Spirit is in I to
us
GOC has n you eve ing He h
so
H g Hd He h
How ]rat Too ]rat o G D ? 45
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It’ a and it’s a 11
bel H
t4o
guide us: He will Eulde you into all
...r ng His r availle to u
c/c-
...for ng ro we ask.
...r doing moqwe
...for wong in us.
Sail I Do
The purpose of God: For he chose us in him before the
c n of the world to be holy and blameless in his sight
(Eph. 1:4).
By God’s grace we are enabled to adopt a li e of ho-
liness, that is, obedience to the will of God. With His
help, by guarding our minds and emotions, controlling
our ap s and desires, we lop holy habi that
will remain with us as we grow.
Habits affect character, and character affects the
choi you and the ch you rn will de-
term the and di ion d me of your
life. Holy habits of p r, Bible study, and wohip
are in a life of holiness.
habits a-e you cre-
g in your life? Are
leading you toward your
of moral Ilence?
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cN you have a decision to make,
who do you consult?
you doing to cultiv a hea for God?
] Or
n you choose to Ie
shi
166
SESSION FOUR.
167
She k this new in , weighed it nst
G ’$ instruction, and trying to
in ction to
2:1 7.) (Now
too G e sinourl .)
of C st
u
P I is cme on
Iding on iM I
only be by
rea of to
d$ our mo h es
c qd ely.
Rv|W O’s dsrd for sexual immoli
you I.rned in Session Three, page 42. Write God’s
L
to
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tionship with the mate God has chosen for you be-
comes less.
1 STEP
Go a step further. Now you’re engaged, or at least think-
ing about it. Things are serious and you know for sure
this is "the one." Now you’re wonderin s going to be
just us two forever, why wait any longer? Surely God
kn this is d rent. can be sure He know.
Remem G sees e re th,e way we see
day. God’s is you of in-
tim in He is the creator of it. He asia_ that you
He do a thi Who
does He think He is? God! That’s exactly
He is. it is in our not to fo t it
Take a look at three stories where they decided to
things into their own hands.
MIRINNE
e up in the chu her was
p in d g,
now was engaged to Jeff, a wonde Christian guy.
B had e
mi d to full-time Christian service. They s ed
mo by m co to
up a r he the ent g.
co n to
ri ad n far-
ther physicly. They discuss it and decided is w
natural since they were eng n having
oct nal al i e. M e p ant
but re n she d Jeff could move up the ding
170
date to avoid total emb menL Imagine how she
felt en Jeffd he had Lpdn having second u
months didn’t think it was a go ide to
get m r all.
J$ON
Je.ica and Jason h en dating for mo s. J n
reltzed he was ling in with Jsic w a
ked
S
m
LI /t
171
ifled our That’s why en we
er that night it didn’t g. A few later Don
w killed in a car acc He never was
pregnant, and my child will never know his d_ddy.
PI my _ith other it will
save the pain .,KI e I live "
Are n ore b we’re going
to use again!
The tomow
holds! OK, you
You
sure
Sexual provid a of intiay cannot
be comp It is a gift byG for your
But it is such a 1 p re, it cq ly over
the other of your ationship. is se inti-
macy cq be mi r in couple.
M cou Ik in amJatey never
aJong in n en nte
fore m ey didn’t e lie thin and
habits ut each other. They had come so distra d
p ly never u emsees emoto
ly or spiritually. God has a perfect plan and purpose for
every of our
54 U.efi! Vo Saq I Do
Go_ has a plan and purpose for yo ven on your
dates. Stop sexual temptation from king over by plan-
ning aivities before you ever leave on the date. Let’s
p ce doing t,at now. Use this time to pl a date.
e perot4cl| ||m;; (Ask God to help you re-
memr your comment to sexual pu. let your date
of your commient.)
"1 c it to al nence from this day until enter a
bibflcal ma onship."
$i
cf f|mc: ( a time to He ad a time fin-
ish He Don’t low to<) much time alon ier in a
or at sore ’s house.)
Ti: Fm:
P|a (C)f||fq: (go out to dinnen movie; miniature
go mall; ent group ac ty)
i/s
N of
I’m remin of a trip to my ily made with me to
Romania My little girl brou a Mue night-
to u a to Lo led her to at
ni sat in the m
ng in e sigh, lit.
tie girl plo d ide
out, This is e one,
L She’s one I am to
odd happened. The littl
to Can
ine? She wu ing to
was to be ely
g ious g n.
So well-meaning
pure of will to.
nce
of His creion together. Are you willing to trust in
’s way your
If you com to gh
n, mit to
If you are expecting Him to bless you a won-
de fiature, then you must be willing to live God’s
way ay.
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ae a you could
open , someone told you the conten ofe in
devil, iling your suse? H did it make you
feel? re you d in ? re you less interest.
ed in it? reus exc ut it? Why?
7 bel When you commit to
be
me
Tm times, we us our ene in a d ng
re nsh|p on at we ’t do, in of what
we do. Be wit, es do.
-c+ Wal run, do bics, de bicycles,
I , o id go c Bu off e
sexu tension.
: Pnt houses re di I or elderly. Feed
involved in p iding m fore
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elderly. Baby sit for single moms. Direct some of at
inten love to oe.
P|gN G’oNp ]rllll; Gup dates c be lots
of Jn d pssu off of you de oer
couples involved. Think about er couples
p eencinge e les.
You’ll come im d er
emoUon, , spi .
T CI : Learn a c a Iq or a new
rp
in your
h been presented with seve vities. List
e that yc wouM like d:
invo M atG is i in r ip,
i, church, d commune, ning a r
d in
sin h
co our
t noe
me. or
to : and sin, en it
His pl is ct
es he
tempted
s b to
Appendix B
Survey Instntment
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
What is your sex? (circle one) Male Female
What is your age range? (mark one)
12-15 16-18
How long have you been attending this church? ll in) years months
What is your definition of sex? (write answer below)
Who would you go to (such as mom, dad, God, pastor, sister, brother, coach,
counselor or teacher) ifyou have a question or concern about sex? (write
answer bellow)
Are there any other people you would go to ifyou have a question or concern
about sex? (please list as manypeople asyou want)
Place an X next to all the following sex-related topics you have discussed in
church:
Menstruation
Pregnancy
Intercourse
Birth Control
Specific methods ofbirth control
HIV/AIDS Prevention
Prevention ofother STDs
Masturbation
Homosexuality
Romantic Relationships
Abstinence
What to look for in a mate
Dating
Abortion
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
Place an X on the top two (2) (most effective) way to prevent pregnancy
100% (ALL) of the time? (choose only one)
Condoms Birth control pills Other forms ofbirth control
Pulling out before ejaculation
(before "coming")
Abstaining from sex (no sex)
Other:
please write in blank
Place an X on the top tw,o (2) (most effective) way to prevent the spread of
STD 100% of (ALL) the time.’/’ STDs (sexual|y transmied disese) include
gonorrhea, syphilis, chlamydia, herpes and AIDS. (choose only one)
Condoms Birth control pills Other forms ofbirth control
Pulling out before ejaculation
(before "coming")
Abstaining from sex (no sex)
Other:
please write in blank
Do you think that you are gesoonsible enough to be involved in a prenanc_v
at this time in your life?
Yes No
Do you think that you are responsible enough to become a dad or a mom at
this time in your life?
Yes No
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
NOTE: Please answer the following questions even if you have never done the
behavior asked.
Have you ever spent a long time "making out" (kissing, hugging or touching
someone, in a romantic, intimate or sexual manner)? (check Yes or No and
thenfollow the arrows)
Yes, continue
below
No, go to question 13, (skip 12a & 12b )
12a. How many different persons have you "made out" with in, your life?
12b. In the last 6 months how many different persons have you
"made out" with
How much time do you spend thinking about "making out"?
(choose best one answer)
I never think about it Hardly ever think about it
I think about a couple oftimes a week I think about it once or twice a day
I think about it on and off all day I think about it all the time
Do you think it is o.k. for people your ae to "make out"? (check one answer)
No, people my age are too young to be "making out"
Yes, I think it is o.k. for people my age to be "making out"
Other:
please write in blank
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
In teneral, at what age (in years) do you think it is o.k. for people to "make
out".* (fill in)
Years Old Don’t Know Other:
please write in blank
In the next 6 m0ths, do you intend to "make out"? (check one answer)
Yes No
Have you ever masturbated (stimulation of sex organs)?
(check Yes or No and thenfollow the arrows)
No, go to question 18, (skip 17a & 17b) Yes, continue
$ below
17a.I-Iave you masturbated in the past .6.months or so?
1To.How many times a week do you masturbate?
How much time do you spend thinking about "masturbation"?
(choose best one answer)
I never think about it Hardly ever think about it
I think about a couple oftimes a week I think about it once or twice a day
I think about it on and off all day I think about it all the time
Do you think it is o.k. for people your aee to "masturbate"?
(check one answer)
No, people my age are too young to "masturbate"
Yes, I think it is o.k. for people my age to "masturbate"
Other:
please write in blank
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
In eneral, at what age (in years) do you think it is o.k. for people to
"masturbate"? ll in)
Years Old Don’t Know Other:
please write in blank
In the next 6 months, do you intend to "masturbate"? (check one answer)
Yes No
Have you ever had "sex" or "gone all the way" (had vaginal intercourse)?
(check Yes or No and thenfollow the arrows)
No, go to question 23, (slap 22a -22c)
22a.
22b.
22c.
Yes, continue bdow
IfYes, you have had "sex" (vaginal intercourse)
The last time, did you (check all that apply)
$ Use a condom
,[ Use another method ofbirth control (specify)
, Did not use any birth control
$ Don’t Know
How many different persons have you had "sex" with in your
life?
In the last 6 months have you had "sex" (vaginal intercourse)?
Yes No
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
How much time do you spend thinking about having "sex"(vaginal
intercourse)? (choose best one answer)
I never think about it
I think about a couple oftimes a week
I think about it on and off all day
Hardly ever think about it
I think about it once or twice a day
I think about it all the time
Do you think it is o.1 for people your ae to have "sex" (vaginal
intercourse)? (check one answer)
____No, people my age are too young to be have "sex" (vaginal intercourse)
Yes, I think it is o.k. for people my age to have "sex" (vaginal intercourse)
Other:
please write in blank
In eeneral, at what age (in years) do you think it is o.k. for people to have
"sex" (vaginal intercourse)? 11 in)
Years 01d Don’t Know Other:
please write in blank
In the next,,6 months, do you intend to have "sex" (vaginal intercourse)?
(check one answer)
Yes No
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
Give us your opinion about sex between people in different situations.
(circle the mark closest toyour answer)
For people on a first date, I think sex is
Cod Bad
Fu. Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Not Healthy
Not Sinful
Sc. Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
For people who are going together for a while, I think sex is
Good Bad
Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinfifl Sinful
Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
For people who are engaged to be married, I think sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Ftm
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinfid Sinfu
scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
Tell us what you think the Pastor thinks about sex between two people in
different situations. (circle the mark closest oyour aser)
For people on a first date, I think the Pastor thinks sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinfu
Scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
For people who are going together for a while, I think the Pastor thinks
sex is
Cood
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinfifl
scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
For people who are engaged to be married, I think the Pastor thinks
sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinful
Scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
Tell us what you think your Best Friend thinks about sex between two people
in different situations. (circle the mark closest toyour answer)
For people on a first date, I think my Best Friend thinks sex is
n Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful sinf
Scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
For people who are going together for a while. I think my B,,est, frie.,nd thinks
sex is.
Good Bad
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Heathy
Not Sinful sinf
Scy Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
For people who are engaged to be married, I think my Best Friend thinks
sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinful
Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
Tell us what you think God, thinks about sex between two people in different
situations. (circle the mark closest toyour answer)
For people on a first date, I think God thinks sex is
Good Bad
Fu Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinful
scary Not Scary
Enjoyable rqot Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
For people who are going together for a while, I think God thinks sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinfid Sinful
scar Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Fordable
For people who are engaged to be married, I think .God thinks sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinful
Scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
Tell us what you think your Parents think about sex between two people in
different situations. (circle the mark closest toyour ooswer)
For people on a first date, I think my Parent.._....s think sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful Sinful
Scay Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
For people who are going together for a while, I think the my Parents think
sex is
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful
Scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
QUESTIONS CONTINUE ON THE NEXT PAGE
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TRUE LOVE WAITS
For people who are engaged to be married, I think my Parents think
sex is
Good Bad
Fun Not Fun
Inappropriate Appropriate
Healthy Not Healthy
Not Sinful
Scary Not Scary
Enjoyable Not Enjoyable
Unforgivable Forgivable
How honest have you been in your answers in this survey? (check one)
Totally (100%) honest Somewhat honest Not honest at all
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME!




